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Chairman Mao Receives Congolese (B)
National Assembly Delegation

rHE WEEK
.d/iq .4M?.r.4

while taking part in combat; they
have made every preparation and
are determined to carry on a'long
struggle to defeat the enemy, whatever his numbers may

Chairman Mao Tse-tung on September 3 received Mouyabi Andre
Georges, President of the National
Assembly of the Congo (Brazzaville),
his wite and members of the National
Assembly delegation he led. Chairman Mao had a cordial and friendly
talk with them.
President MouSrabi Andre Georges

and his delegation left Peking

on

September 4 on a tour of the country.
On the eve of their departure, the
President gave a farewell banquet.
Among those *-ho attended was Chu
Teh, Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress.

\
1

I

established the broadest international
united front against U.S. imperialism,

dared to fight and to win victory,
they would definiteiy be able to completely defeat U.S. imperialism and
the reactionaries of all countries.
i

2lst Anniversory of

of

Founding

D.R.v.

September 2 marked the 2ist anniversary of the foundirg of the
Democralic Repu'o]ic oi Yietn;m
Chinese Party and state leaders Mao
Tse-tung. Liu Shao-chi. Chu Teh and
Chou En-lai, in a message sent on
September 1, extended their warmest congratulations to Vietnamese
Party and state leaders Ho Chi Minh,
Truong Chinh and Pham Van Dong
(see p. 4).

w4q

be.

The Ambassador denounce,C the va-

rious "peace talks" schemes hatched
by U.S. imperialism at the same
time it is intensifying and expanding its war of aggression. He also
pointed out that the U.S.-instigated
"Asian conference on Vietnam" pro
posed by' Thailand. the Phiiippines
and "Ilalal-sia" could not deceive
the {sian people.1,n:ba-.sador Tran Tu Binh said
that the Vietnamese peopie. in their
frght against U-S- aggrcssion and for
national salvation, had altr-a;*s re-

ceived strong support and all-round
and immense assistance from the

fraternal Chinese people. The Vietnamese people, he added, deeply
Spea}<ing at the banquet, President
understand that the 700 million ChiMouyabi Andre Georges praised the
nese people provide powerful backr
great proletarian cultural revolution
ing for the Vietnamese people and
carried
out in China. He
now being
1.000
rep- the vast expanse of China's territory
In Peking, more than
said that during their stay in Peking,
resentatives
flom
all
oI
life is the reliable rear area of the Vietwaiks
members of the delegation were able
from
various
de- namese people.
and
Red
Guards
to see how wise the leadership given
partments
meeting
held
a
on
Sepby Chairman Mao Tse-tung and the
Vice-Premier Chen Yi, in his
Chinese Communist Party to the tember 1 to celebrate the anniver- speech, said that the Vietnamese
great revolutionary cause in China sary.
people, in their struggle against tI.S.
was. He expressed ccnfidence that,
Tran Tu Binh, Ambassador of the aggression and for national salvaunder the guidance of Mao Tse-tung's Democratic
Republic of Vietnam to tion, had completely exposed the
brilliant thought, the Chinese people China, gave a reception on Septem- true features of U.S. imperialism as
would achieve new successes.
ber 2. Chinese Party and state lead- a paper tiger. In their fight, the
ers
Chou En-lai, Tao Chu, Kang Vietnamese people had demonstrated
Chairman Chu Teh, in his speech,
Sheng
and others attended. Ambas- the might of the revoiutionar"v peoreiterated that the 700 million Chiu'ith
nese people would always stand by sador Tran Tu Binh and Vice-Pre- ple and had once again Proved
possible to
entirely
reception.
mier
Yi
spoke
at
the
it
was
Chen
facts
that
the peopie of the Congo (B) and the
defeat U.S. imperialism, a Paper
people of Asia and Africa and all revAmbassador Tran Tu Binh said: tiger which is outwardly strong but
olutionary people in the world, and The myth about the "giant" strength
inwardly rveak.
they rvould support each other and of U.S. imperialism has been burnt
advailce shoulder to shoulder. He tc ashes in the flames of the people's
Vice-Premier Chen Yi said: The
said that the airti-imperialist struggle war r,,"'hich has been highly devel- Chinese people's most respected and
of the world's peopie sras an indi- oped by the 31 rrri.llion Vietnamese beloved leader Chairman Mao Tsevisible entity. He added that the people. Fight, fight resolutely till tung and the entire Chinese PeoPle
Chinese people regarded their sup- final victory. This is the unsl'rakable, have at heart, at all times, their
po::t to the just struggle of the rvorld's iron resolve of the Vietnamese peo- Vietnamese brothers who are fight'
people against imperialism as their ple. Doing their very best in re- ing in the very fore{ront of the antibound.en international duty. Chu Teh sponse to President Ho Chi lt'{inh's U.S. struggle, regard the Vietnamese
e,xpressed the deep conviction that so Appeal issued on July 1?. the Viet- people's difficulties as their own diflcng as the peopie of Asia, Africa namese people, v'zith the greatest ficulties a.nd the Vietnamese people's
and the rest of the worlC united and determinatlon, enga-ge in production victories as their own victories. The
Septem,ber

9,
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2lst

Chinese Party and State t-eaders Greet
Of Founding of D.R.V.
of the Central Cornmittee of the Vietnam Workers' Party and President of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam,

Comrade Ho Chi Minh, Chairrnan

Comrade Truong Chinh, Chairman of the Standing
Committee of the National Assemtrly of the D.R.V.,
Comrade Pham Van Dong, Prernier of the Government
of the D.B.V.:

On the occasion of the 21st anniversary of the
founding of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, we,
on behalf of the Chinese people, the Chinese Comrnunist Party and the Goverrrment of the People's Republic
of China, extend our warmest greetings to the Vietnamese people, the Vietnam Workers' Party and the
Government of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.
Lrnder the leadelship of the Vietnam Workers' Party
headeC b1- President Ho Chi Minh. the heroic Vietnamese

people have rvon one resounding l'ictory after another
i:: their gfeat struggle to resist U.S. aggression and
sa'.-e ',he country'. The Chinese people greatly rejoice

over these resounding victories rvon by the fraternal
Vietna"mese people.

The Vietnamese people's heroic struggle against
U.S. imperialist aggression is a tremendous support and
inspiration for the Chinese people and the revolutionary
peopl.es of the whole world. Their victories once more
eloquentiy prove that U.S. imperialism is only a paper
tiger and can certainly be defeated, and that the
awakened people who dare to struggle and persevere in

sion and by its "peace ta1ks" fraud. But the heroic
Vietnamese people are not to be intimidated or deceived;
the U.S. aggressors can in no \May escape their fate
which is inevitable defeat.
China and Vietnam are fraternal socialist countries

with a relationship Uke that between the lips and the
teeth. The Chinese people have always firmly supported
the Vietnamese peopl.e's struggle against U.S. aggression and for national salvation. They most resoluteiy and most warmly support the recent appeal of
President Ho Chi Minh, whieh has once again expressed
the firm will of the Vietnamese people to carry their

war of resistance through to the end. The Chinese
Government has reaffirmed that the 700 million Chinese people provide powerful backing

for the Vietnamese

people and that the vast expanse of China's territory
is the reliable rear area of the Vietnamese peopJ.e. The
Chinese people have made up their minds and have
made every preparation to deal, together with the
Vietnamese people, at any time and in any place joint
blows at the U.S. aggressors till final victory is achieved.

May the militant friendship b,etween the Chinese
and Vietnamese peoples flourish for ever!
Mao Tse-tung, Chairman of the Cen-

tral Committee of the

Chinese

Communist Party

Liu Shao-chi, Chairman of the People's Republic of China
Chu Teh, Chairman of the Standing

their struggle are invincible.

Committee of the National People's
Congress of the People's Republic
of China

At

present, the U.S. aggressors are engulfed in the
flames of the people's war in Vietnam. The brave and
battlesea-soned Vietnamese people, with one heart and
grving full play to the might of people's war, have been
giving the U.S. aggressors a sound thrashing and driving
thern into a corner. U.S. imperialism vainly hopes to
save itseif from defeat by expanding its war of aggres-

Anniversary

Chou En-lai, Premier of the State
Council of .the People's Republic of
Qhina

September 1,

1966

T/

Chinese Government and the Chinese people will do everything in

all the U.S. aggressor troops are

driven out of Vietnamese territory:
their power to support and assist
The Viee-Premier strongly conthe Vietnarnese people in every field demned U.S. imperialism for further
in their struggle against U.S. aggres- expanding its war of aggression
sion and for national salvation, until against Vietnam, frantically bombing
4

Hanoi and Haiphong, and vigorously
pushing its schemes of "forcing
peace talks through bombing" and
"forcing peace talks through war."
(Contiruted on p. 37.)
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Red Gusrds

And Revolutionory Teochers
And Students
the afternoon of August 31, in Peking's magfN
r nificent Tien An Men Square, Chairman Mao
Tse-tung, the great supreme commander of the great
proJ.etarian cultural revolution and our great teacher,
great leader and g'reat helmsman, together with other
leading comrades of the Party centre, received half a

million Red Guards and revolutionary teachers and
students from various parts of the country and from
the capital
Chairman Mao, his close comrade-in-arms Comrade

Lin Piao, and other leaders of the Central Comrnittee of
the Chinese Communist Party: Chou En-lai, Tao Chu,
Teng Hsiao-ping, Kang Sheng, Liu Shao-chi, Chu Teh,
Li Fu-chun, Chen Yun, Tung Pi-wu, Chen Yi, Ho
Lung, Li Hsien-nien, Tan Chen-lin, Nieh Jung-chen,
Yeh Chien-ying, Ulanfu, Po I-po, Li Hsueh-feng and
Hsieh Fu-chih had their warm meeting with the young
revolutionary fighters at a time when China's great
proletarian cultural revolution is surging to a new
high tide and this tremendously inspired the soaring
fighting wiLl of the young people. The Red Guards
and revolutionary teachers and students who came to
Peking from all corners of the counhy gave their
solemn pledge to the Party's Central Committee and
Chairman Mao: We will resolutely follow Chairman
Mao's teaehings, and we are resolved to follow the
example of the People's Liberation Army, do everything according to the 16-point decision adopted by
the Part5r's Central Committee and cary the great
proletarian cultural revolution through to the end!

On that day, countless red flags waved in the
in Tien An Men Square. Tens of thousands
of Red Guards wearing red arm bands and carrying
copies of red-covered Quotatirons From Chairmal, Mao
Tse-tung sang with gusto Soi.Iittg the Seas Depends on
the Helmsmazu and other revolutionary songs. The
whole square became a surging ocean of red.
breeze

At

in the

afternoon, our most respected and
beloved leader Ohairman Mao, his close comrade-inarms Comrade Lin Piao, and Comrade Ho Lung arrived in an open car at the Tien An Men Square and
5:40

drove slowly into the midst of the masses

of

Red

rose up from the square. Everyone turned to Chairman Mao; people cheered and jumped in their excitement. As Chairman Mao's car drove slorr-l5 around

the square, thousands of pairs of eyes filled s'rth deep
feelings were turned on him; thousands of revotrutionary red hearts turned to the red sun. Cheers of
"Long live Chairman Mao" and "Long live, long live
Chairman Mao" shook the skies.
Chairman Mao wore an olive-green arny uniform.
Radiant with vigour and in buoyant spirits, he kept
waving to the Red Guards and revolutlonary teachers
and students,

Following close behind Chairman Mao's car were
Comrades Chou En-lai, Tao Chu, Nieh Jung-chen and
Chiang Ching riding in the second car; Comrades Teng

Hsiao-ping, Kang Sheng, Liu Shao-chi and Chen Yi
in the third car; Comrades Chu Teh. Li Fu-chun. Chen
Yun and Tung Pi-wu in the fourth car: anci Comrades

Yeh Chien-ying. Hsiao Hua. Wang Jen-chung. I,iu Chhchien and Chang Chun-chiao in the fifth car. Comrades Yarg Yung, Liao Han-sheng, Fu Chung-pi, Wu
Teh. Chou Jung-hsin and Yu Sang rode in the car
that sen'ed as the guide for Chairman Mao and the

ottrer leading comradeS of the Party centre.

After driving around the square, Chairman Mao
and other leading comrades of the Party centre mounted the Tien An Men rostrum to the sound of a band
playing The East Is Red. More than 300 young revolutionary fighters from various parts of the country
and Peking who had already gathered there by invitation enthusiastically cheered Chairman Mao and
wished hirn long life. They also put a red scarf and
a red arm band of the Red Guards on Chairman Mao.

At 6:40 the rally to receive the revolutionary
teachers and students from all parts of the country
was declared open by Comrade Chiang Ching, first
deputy leader of the gloup in charge of the cultural

revolution under the Party's Central Committee.
Greeting all p,resent on behalf of the cultural revolution group under the Party's Central Committee, she
said: We welcome you warmly and give you revolutionary greetings.

Guards and revolutionary teachers and students. Ttrey
were accompanied by Comrades Hsieh Fu-chih and

There was prolonged, enthusiastic applause when
Comrade Lin Piao began to speak. (Ful1 text of speech

Yang Cheng-wu.

see

September 9, 1966

A mighty, jubilant wave of cheers

p.

10.)

CHAIRMAN MAO SAYS:

"You should pay attention to state
cultural revolution through to the end!"
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Chairman Mao Tse-tung, the great teacher, grcat lea{ler, great supreme
of the Chinese lreople, with his close
cumrade-in-arms Comrade l-in Piao on the Ticn An i?Ien rostrum

commanaler and great helmsxran
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Chairman Mao Tse-tung, the great teacher, great leader, great supreme eommander
and great helmsman of the Chinese people, receives Red Guards and revolutionary
teachers antl students from all parts of the country and the oaBital

September 9, 1966

tComrade Chou En-lai spoke next. (FuIl

p.

text

on

11.)

Speaking at the rally, the revolutionary students
extended an enthusiastic welcome to their
revolutionarl* comrades-in-arms from ail parts of the

of Peking
countrl-.

Revolutionary students from east, northeast,
nor-th, central-south, southwest and northwest China
alqo spoke at the ral]y. They declared:

"We feel bou-ndlessly happy now that we stand
by the side of our respected and beloved leader Chairman Mao. We are here to learn from the Red Guards
of the capital. We are here to learn successful experience. We are determined to carry b,ack with us
the dauntless revolutionary spirit of Peking's Red
Guards, the spirit of daring to think, to speak out, to
do, to break through and to make revolution so that
all of China will be set ablaze by the revolutionary
flame of Mao Tse-tung's thought."
These revolutionary students said:

"With the great helmsman Chairman Mao steering for us and with the brilliant Mao Tse-tung's thought
lighting our way of advance, we are dauntless. We are
fultry confident and resolved to create a completely new
rvorld u'ith our own hands. Through this great proletarian cultural revolution, rve shall eradicate the roots
of rerisionism in our cpuntry so that our beloved motheriand rl-ill for ever keep its bright red colour!"
"Ihe banner and arm band of the Red Guard fighters are a bright red, and so are our hearts. Completely
loyai, we'II follow the Party and Chairman Mao for
ever to make rbvolution and carry it through to the

I

end!"

I

t-

"We Red Guards follow Chairman Mao's teachings
most faithfully. We'II work hard to learn from the
People's Liberation Army. We'1l seriously study the 16
Points, know them well and apply them. We'trl persist
in carrying on the struggle by reasoning and not by
coercion or force. And we pledge to carry the great
proletarian cultural revolution through to the end."
When night feli, the Tien An Men tower and buildings on all sides of the square were brightly lit by a
myriad lights. Chairman Mao wal.ked to the east and

then to the west end of the rostrum am:id cheers from
the crowd and waved to them once again. Shouts of
"Long live the great proletarian cultural rev<llution!"
"Long iive the Communist Party of China!" "Long live
the rnvincible thought of Mao Tse-tung!" and "Long live
Chairman Mao!" shook the night skies over the capital.
Jacques Grippa, Secretary of the Central Committee

of the Belgian Communist Party, and his wife

Made-

Ieine Grippa, who are curtently visiting China, also attended the laliy by invitation. Chairman Mao greeted
them cordially on the Tien An Men rostrum.
Also present at the rally were leaders of the Party
and state and leading members of various departments
8

I

and of the Chinese People's Liberation

Army

in.cluding: Liu Ning-I, Tsai Chang, Teng Ying-chao, Liao
Cheng-chih, Chang Ting-cheng, Hsiao Ching-kttang, Su
Yu, Teng Tzu-hui, Cirang Yun-yi, Hu Chiao-mu, Yang
Hsiu-feng, Wu Hsiu-chuan, Chien Ying, Hsu Kuang-ta,
Wang Chen, Tseng Shan, Lu Cheng-tsao, Wang Shusheng, Li Tao, Chen Chi-han, Li Chih-min, Su Chen-hua,
Chang Lin-chih, Hsu Ping, Sung Shih=lun, Chung Chikuang, Chen Cheng-jen, Tao Lu-chia, Kung Yuan, Fang
Yi. Sun Chih-yuan, Chang Ai-ping, Yao Yi-lin, Li Tienyu, Wang Hsin-ting, Hsu Li-ching, Yuan Tzu-chin, Chou
Shih-ti, Chu Liang-tsai, Chiu Hui-tso, Chang Chih-ming,

Wu Fa-hsien, Yu Li-chin, Li Chu-kuei, Chung Chihping, Lo Shun-chu, Wu Ke-hua, Chen Jen-chi, Huang
Chih-yung, Chen Shih-chu, Tan Fu-jen, Tsui Tien-min,
Tsai Shun-Ii, Kung Shih-chuan, Li Tso-peng, Chiang
Wen, Chen Ho-chiao, Wang Shao-nan, Huang Tso-chen,
Hsieh Tang-chung, Wang Li, Kuan Feng, Chi Pen-;'u,
Mu Hsin, Yao Wen-yuan, Kuo Mo-jo, Yang N{ing-hsuan,
Cheng Chien, Chang Chih-chung, Chou Chien-jen, Yu
Chiu-li, Ku Mu, Lu Tung, Tuan Chun-yi, Llu Chieh,
Wang Cheng, Fang Chiang, Wang Ping-chang, Li Ssukuang, Lai Chi-fa, Chiang Kuang-nai, Sun Ta-kuang,
Chu Hsueh-fan, Fu Tso-yi, Yuan Pao-hua. Sha Chien-li,
Lin Hai-yun, Hsu Teh-heng, Hsiao Wang-tung, Ho Wei,
Chang Hsi-jo, Kang Shih-en. Yang Chi-ching, Wang
Tung-hsing. Yung Wen-tao. Hsiung Fu, Tang Ping-chu,
Tung Hsiao-peng, Tseng Ti. Hsieh Yu-fa, Wang Ping,
Ma Chun-ku, Wang Tao-yi, Kao Chung-min, Tsai Tingkai, Shen Yen-ping, Hsieh Hsueh-kung, Su Chien-yi and
Ma Li.
Choirmqn Moo's Heort ls One With the Heorts
Of the Revolutionory Mosses
The good news of Chairman Mao's reception in the
capital of the Red Guards and nevolutionary teachers
and students from all parts of China spread swiftly to
every corner of the country. It was greeted enthusiastically by the Red Guards, revolutionary teachers and
students and the masses of workers, peasants and soldiers of Canton, Wuhan, Shenyang, Tientsin, Chengtu,
Nanking, Urumchi, Kunming and ot}rer places. It was

greeted as the greatest support and encouragement given
b.y Chairman Mao to the revolutionary masses throughout the country, and giving tremendous fresh impetus
to the current great proletarian cultural revolution. They
took to the streets and held parades or celebration meet-

ings. Wittr revolutionary ferwour, they declared: We
will resolutely follow Chairman Mao's teachings, rein the speeches of Comrades
Lin Piao and Chou En-Iai, take Mao Tse-tuirg's thought
as our compass, learn with zealous enthusiasm from the
People's Liberation Army, and carry out the 16 Points
seriously, fu1ly, thoroughly and without reservation. We
will persist in carrying on the struggle by reasoning;
we wiil smash those in authority who are taking the
capitalist road and aJ-I ghosts and monsters, pull them
down and completely discredit them. We will win a
complete victory Jor the great proletarian cultural revspond to the ca1ls given out

olution.
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Chairma[ Mao Tse-lung, the greal teacher, great leader, great supreme commander and great helmsman of
the Chinese people, n'ith his close comrade-iD-arms Comraile Lin Piao, and Comrade Ho Lung, accompaniecl
by Comrades llsieh Fu-chih and Yang Cheng-rvu, greet the revolutionary teachers and students gathered
in the Tien An ]Ien Square

The revolutionary masses everywhere exulted: The
situation in the great cultural revolution is excellent!
What the young revolutionary lighters are doing is fine !
We support the revolutionary actions of the Red Guards
most resolutely; r,r,e saiute them, shali learn from them,
and vow to stand four-square behind them. They declared: the 16 Points represent the latest development
of Mao Tse-tung's thought. Acting in accordance w.ith
this great programme, we shali be able to win compLete victory in the great cultural revolution.

Young Red Guard fighters in various parts of the
country said: This nervs has further strengthened our
determination to cany the great proletarian cultural
revolution thlough to the end. Chairman Mao is the
red sun in our hearts; he is our great supreme comSepternber 9, 1966

mander. We will absolutely follow his teachings, d.c
rvhat the great supreme commander has taught us to
do, and temper the Red Guards into a flghtlr:g detachtlent truly armed rvith Mao Tse-tung's thought, a highly
organized and disciplined fighting detachment with a
high level of political ccnsciousness. We will successfully fulfil the great and glorious tasks of struggling
against and crushing those persons in authority who
are tal<ing the caprtalist road, criticizing and repudiatii-rg reactionarv b.curgeois academic "authorities" and
the ideology of the Lrourgeoisie and all other exploiting
classes, and transforming education, literature and art
and all other parts of the sup,erstructr-rre that do nct
correspond to the sacialist economic base. We will
sweep away all pests and let Mao Tse-tung's thought
illuminate ail of China and the r,vhole rn,orldl

Comrade Lin Piao's Speech
- At Peking Rolly to Receive

Revolutionory Teochers ond
Students From All Ports of Chino

Comrades, Students, rRed Guard Fighters:

On behalf of our great teacher, great leader,
great supreme commander and great helmsman
Chairman Mao, f extend greetings to you students
coming from all parts of tlre country; greetings to
you all! On behalf o-t the Central Committee o.t the
Party, I greet you all!

Students! You have come to Peking and have
been exchanging experience in the great cultural
revolution with the revolutionary teachers and
students of Peking. You have travelled a long rvay
and worked hard! \zVe are confident that after your
return, you will work even better, in accordance
with Chairman Mao's instnuctions and the Party
Central Committee's 16-point decision, to smash all
resistance. overcome all difficulties and develop the
great proletarian cultural revolution with even greater vigour and vitality!

The present situation in the great proletarian
cultural revolution is very fine!
The Red Guards and other revolutionary organizations of the young people have been springing up
like bamboo shoots after the spring rain. They take
to the streets to sweep away the "four olds" [o1d
ideas, culture, customs and habits-Ed.]. The great
cultural revolution has already touched on politics
and on economics. The struggle [against and crushing of those persons in authority who are taking the
capitalist roadl, the criticism and repudiation [of the
reactionary bourgeois academic "authorities" and
the ideology of the bourgeoisie and all other expioiting classes] and the transformation [of education, literature and art and a1l other parts of the superstructure that do not correspond to the socialist
economic base] in the schools have been extended
to the whole of society. The revolutionary torrents
of the masses are washing a\,l,,ay all the sludge and
filth left over from tha o1d society, and are transforming the whole face of society in our country.

Young revol,utionary fighters! Chairman Mao
and the Party's Central Committee warmly acclaim
your proletarian revolutionary spirit of daring to
think, to speak, to act, to break through and to make
revolution. You have done many good things. you
have pui forward many good proposals. We are
10

greatly elated, and we warmly support you! Firmly
oppose any attempt that is made to suppress you!
Your revolutionary actions are very fine! We hail
you, and salute you!
Comrades, students!
We must act in accordance with Chairman Mao's
teachings; dare to struggle and dare to ma-ke revolution and be good at waging struggles and at making
revolution. We must take NIao Tse-tung's thought

in the great proletarian cuitural revolution and carry out the 16-point decision seriously,
fully, thoroughly and without reservation.
as our compass

We must, in accordance with Chairman Mao's
teachings. distinguish who are our enemies and who
are our friends. Attention must be paid to uniting
with the great majority, and concentrating forces to
strike at the handful of bourgeois Rightists. The
main target of the attack is those persons in authority
who have wormed their way into the Party and are
taking the capitalist road. It is essential to hold
fast to this main orientation in the struggle.
We must act in accordance with the teachings of
Chairman Mao, and carry out the struggle by reasoning and not by coercion or force. Don't hit peop1e. This applies also to the struggle against those
persons in authority who are taking the capitalist
road as well as to the struggle against landlords, rich
peasants, counter-revolutionaries, bad elements and
Rightists. Coercion or force in the stru.ggle against
them can only touch their skins. Only by reasoning
is it possible to touch their souls. Only by reasoning, by exposing them ful1y and criticizing them
profoundly, is it possibie to expose their counterrevolutionary features thoroughly, isolate them to
the fullest extent, discredit them, pull them down
and smash them.
T'he Red Guards and other revolutionary organizations of the young people in the colleges and middie schools are the shock force fighting in the van
in the great cultural revolution and a powerful reser.se force of the People's Liberation Army.

Students and Red Guard fighters! Always be
loyai to the Party, to the people, to Chairman Mao
and to N{ao Tse-tung's tho,ught. Work hard to study
and apply Chairman Mao's works creatively; make
Peki,ng Retsieto, No. 37

big efforts to apply what you study. Serve the people wholeheartedly, keep in close contact with the
masses, be exernplary in carrying out the Party's policies, safeguard the interests of the peopie, protect
state property. and abide by the Three Main Rules
of Discipline and the Eight Points for Attention.

tories! Let imperialism, modern revisionism and all
reactionaries trernbie before our victories!
l,ong live the great proletarian cultural revolution!
Long live the Communist Party of China!

Long live the invincible thought of

Students! Provided we earnestly study Chairman Mao's works, follow his teachings and act in

Mao

Tse-tung!
Long live the great leader. Chairman Mao! Long
live, long live Chairman Mao!

accordance w,ith his instructions, the great proletarian

cultural revolution can certainly achieve great vic-

Comrade Chou En-lai's Speech
- At Peking Rolly to

Receive Revolutionory Teqchers ond

Students From
Comrades! Students!

Greetings to you!
You have come frorn all parts of the motherland
to Peking, the centre of the great proletarian cultural revolution and the people's capital. We extend
a warm welcome to you.
Peking is where Chairman Mao lives. Our great
leader, Chairman tr{ao. is the great supreme commander of the great proletarian cultural revolution.
Chairman Mao is our great teacher and great helmsman. He is the red sun that shines in o,ur hearts.

The great proletarian cultural revolution u,as
initiated by Chairman Mao himself. His ireart is
linked with the hearts of the masses. He has boundless faith in the masses and supports their initiative.
The revolutionary people of the whole country have
enthusiastically responded to Chairman Mao's call
and have brought about a vigorous upsurge in the
great cultural revolution.
The Decision Concerning the Great Proletarian
Cult'ural Revoluiion, which w-as drawn up under
Chairman Mao's personal guidance, is the progranrme
of the great proletarian cultural revolution. This
document tells us that it is imperative to let the
masses themselves educate themselves, to let the
masses themselves liberate themseh'es, and to let
the masses themselves rise up and make revolution.
We must use this decision as our weapon in the fight
and take it as the guide for our actions in carrying
forrvard the great proletarian cultura] revoiution.
All revolutionary comrades should earnestly and
repeatedly study this decision, know it rvell, grasp
it and apply it.
September 9, 1966

All

Ports of Chino

A new upsurge is now under way in the great
proletarian cultural revolution. Young people in
a1l parts of the country harre formed Red Guards and

other revolutionary organizations. This is a great
revolutionary creation. In the great proletarian cu1tural revolution, our voung Red Guards have acted
as shock forces in the assault against enemy positions, destroying the "fou.r-olds" [old ideas. cu]ture,
customs and habits] and fostering the "four-news"
[new ideas, culture. custon-is and habits]. Your
spirit of daring to think, speak, act and break
through and daring to make revolution and daring
to rebei has the warm support of the $,orker, peasant
and soidier masses and revolutionary cadres throughoui the couniry. We acclaim the heroic Red Guards !
Salute to our Red Guards ! Salute to the revolutionary young peopie!
Our Red Guards have been set up with the Liberation Army as their example. It is their militant
slogan to make ali-out efforts to learn from the
Liberation Army. Like the Liberation Army, our
Red Guards hold high the great red banner of Mao
Tse-tung's thought, study Chairman l\.{ao's works,
follow his teachings, act in accoldance with his instructions, and stud;r and apply Chairman Mao's
works in a creative way; a1u'ays be the good students
and good soldier.s of Chairman Mao; always be loyal
to the Party, to the people, to Chairman Mao. and to
Mao Tse-tung's thought. Like the Liberation Army,
they should serve the people rvholeheartedly, maintain close ties rvith the masses, implement the mass
line and always be faithful servants of the people.
They should learn the "three-eight" working style
of the Liberation Army, observe the Three Main
Rules of Discipline and the Eight Points for Atten11

rtion. protect the interests of the masses, defend stale
property and create a good new atmosphere of socialism. T'he Red Guards must be built into a highly
organized and dlsciplined militant army with a itigh
level of poiitical conscicusness and become the
reiiable reserve force of the Liberation Army.

We must have the daring to struggle and we
must be good at struggling. Pay attention at al1
times to using the method o{ ciass analysis, developing the progi:essive forces. winning over the
middle, uniting w-ith the great majcrity and concentrating all forces to strike at the handful of boui:geois
Rightists. Use reasoning, not coercion or force in
struggle. Cnly through reasoning, can we educate
the masses, can we most effectively crush the enemy. Our Red Gr,rards will surely matr;r'e in the
struggle and become pathbreakers who dispiay both
wisdom and courage.
At present, students in various parts of the
country are coming to Peking to exchange experience and students in Peking ai:e going to other
places to establish revolutionary ties. We think that
this is a very good thing. We support you. The
Party's Central Committee has decided that all colIege students and representatir.es of middle school
studenis in the other parts of the country shculd
come to Peking group after group at different times.
Local students and students from other places should
strengthen their revolutionary unity on the basis of
the principle of making joint efforts to carry through
the great cultural revolution wel1. Questions ancl
differences of opinion should be solved through in-

vestigation, study and through consultations on an
equal footing. Everybody knows that the great cultural revolution in every locality and in every unit
must be carried out by relying on the masses themselr,es in that locality and that ;r-rnit, for only then
can it really be caruied out well and thoroughiy. We
believe that the rerzolutionary action of building contacts on a nationwid-e scale will certainiy and potent15, deepen the great proletarian cttltural revolution.
Comrades! Stu.dents!

Revolution is no easy matter. To win victory,
all resistance and difficulties must be overcome. We
are confident that you will surely hold high the
great red banner of Mao Tse-t,ung's thought, grasp
and apply the 16-point decision rvhich vras formulated under the personal guid-ance of Chairman }"llao,
and, together with the worker, peasant and soldier
masses, with the broad revolutionary masses while
relyii-ig on your own efforts, overcome all resistance
and difficulties to carry the great proletarian cultural revolution throu.gh to the very end.

Long live the great proletarian cultural revoluticn

!

Long live the great proletarian dictatorship!
Long live the great Communist Party of China!
Long live the great, invincible thought of Mao
Tse-tung!
Long live our great leader, Chairman Mao! Long
live, long live Chairman Mao!

I
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The People's Revolutionory Strstegy Will
Surely Triumph Over U.S. lmperiolism's
Cou nter-R.evol utiono

ry Strotegy

- ln commemorotion of the first onniYersory of the
essoy

publicotion of Comrude Lin Pioo's
"Long Live the Victory of People's Wor!"

by TUNG MING
LIN PIAO'S famous essay "Long Live the
COMRADE
v Victory cf People's War!" was published a year ago.
It is a comprehensive, systematic and profound analysis
of Comrade Mao Tse-tung's theory and strategic concept of people's war and provides the revolutionary
people of the whole world with a powerful ideological
12

weapon in the fight against imperialism and modern
revisionism. It has deait a heavy blorv to the arrogance
of U.S. imperialism and its lackeys and greatly heiglrtened the morale of the peoples striving for freedom
and emancipation. Its publication was of extremely
great historic and international significance.
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The present big battle bet'"veen the peopie, rvho account for more than 90 per cent of the rvorLd's population, and U.S. imperialism is a decisive battle betlveen
revoluti.on and counter-revolution on rvhich hi.nges ihe
future of the wcrld. It is also a decisive battle beiween
the two systems, socialism and capitalist-imperialism,
betr,veen Comrade Mao Tse-tung's revolutionary rniiitary strategy based on people's 'uvar and imperialism's
reactionary military strategy based on the theory that
weapons decide everything.

All wars

waged by the reactionaries including U.S.
imperialism are anti-popular. They cannot depend on
people but only on weapons for the concluct of their
trvars. That is why they are bound to exaggerate onesidedly and put blind faith in the role of weapons. This
theory that weapons decide everything determines
their attitude in the practice of war, namely, the

doctrine that might is right, and their opportunism and
pragmatism. They invariably advance r,vhen conditions
seem favourable to them and retreat in face of difficulties. They bully the u,eak-kneed and fear the brave.
They grow tough when their opponents shorv any
signs of weakness, and they soften in face of toughness.
The greater the fear of them, the more arrogant
and aggressive they become; the more the people
de{y them and fight them unflinchingly, the less
they can do about it. Their nature as exploiters often
makes them act crazlly in pursuit of their selfish interests, and unwilling and unabie to correctly appraise
the relatir,,e strength of objective forces or to under-

stand the laws governing the development of rvar. Thel'
are inevitably subjective-idealistic in determining
strategy and conducting war. They' ahvays or.er-estirnate

their own strength and under-estimate that of

the
people, commit one irretrievable mistake after another

and are never able to correct these mistakes.

The U.S. imperialists, the biggest military imperialists, have manufactured and stockpiled a large
number of nuclear weapons during the last 21 years.
Making use of their enormous economic power and
modern scientifie technique, they have done everything
they can to develop lethal weapons. At the same time,
their military concepts have become a hotchpotch of
the theory that weapons decide everything, the doctrine
that might is right, as well as pragmatism, opportunism and subjective-idealism. U.S. imperialism, which
was the first to produce nuclear weapons, has in its

military thinking become an utter slave of such weapons. Qnited States military strategy has undergone
several changes since the end of World War II. But
the idea of relying on nuclear weapons to conduct
nuclear blackmail has remained unchanged and runs
through all its military strategies. U.S. imperialism has
outdone all reactionaries, past and present, in the absurdity and ridiculousness of its military theory that
weapons decide everything.

After it manufactured the first atom bomb 21
years ago, U.S. imperialism tJrought that "henceforth
the use or the threatened use of atomic.weapons of
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mass destruction would be sufficient to assure,, U.S.
dcmination over the world. However, the victory of the
Chinese revolution and of the Korean war against U.S.
aggression, the victorious development of the current
Vietnam war against U.S. aggression and that of the

revolutionary struggles

in many

countries

of

Asia,

Afr-ica and Latin America have shorvn the bankruptcy

of U.S. imperiali.sm's counter-revolutionary military
strategy based on nuclear blackmail.
In 1959, fourteen years after the United States explcded its first atomic bomb, General Taylor. a faithful
siooge of WalI Street, finally diseovered that the conception that "atomic weapons can decide er.erything"
is a "great fallacy" and so he put forward the ''flexible
response" strategy as a life-saving recipe for Li.S. im-

perialism. Although Taylor sees the fallacy of the
"massive retaliation" strategy which mainJ.y relies on
strategic nuclear weapons, his new strategy is likervise
built on the theory that weapons are everything. It
still depends on so-called "naval and air superiority,"
highly efficj.ent conventional arms and the superiority
of other weapons and still falls back on the threat of
nuclear war as its mainstay. As a resuit, this new
strategy has become helpless and powerless

in face of

the revolutionary people who fear neither heaven nor
earth, neither hardships nor death.
The "escalation" strategy which has appeared on
the scene over the past two years and which serves as
a shot-in-the-arrn for the strategy of "flexi.ble response"
is more dosely tied up rvith nuclear biackmai.i and
nucl.ear threats. It is nothing but the villainous strategy
of a gaurbler and a rascal. an out-and-out opportunist
and pragmatist strateg]-. The characteristic of the
charnp:.ons of this "esca-lation" strategy is that while
thel- raise a hue and cry about expanding the war and
brandish nuclear weapons to frighten others, they fear
that once the war expands they will be in serious
trouble and the situation will get out of hand. Their
strategy provides for ascending or descending the ladder of "escalation." Once they find that the expansion
of the war is disadvantageous to them or that their
opponents have no fear of this strategy, they concoct
a "face-saving" pretext and come down the ladder. just
as a rascal gives way at the first sign of imminent
danger. This fully exposes their nature as paper tigers
rvhich appear to be strong but are actually weak.
The experience gained by the revolutionary people
of China and other countries in their protracted struggle against U.S. imperialism and its lackeys has proved

that the revolutionary military strategy of people's
war, created by Comrade Mao Tse*tung, is the only
correct and victorious strategy for the oppressed people to defeat all enemies.
Comrade Mao Tse-tung's military strategic concept
of people's war is buitt on the foundation of thoroughgoing historical materialism and dialectical materialism. It is a fundamental Marxist principle that the
13

t-people are the motive power in the creation of world
history. Comrade Mao Tse-tung has creatively applied

selves is radically changed and the enemy is wiped out
thoroughly, completely and totally.

this theory to war, holding that weapons play an important but not the decisive role in war and that the
basic factor that decides the outcome of war is man,
not \.(-eapons. Revolutionary war is a war of the masses
and only by mobilizing the masses and relying on them
can the u,ar be conducted and vlctory won.

This revolutionary military strategy, once grasped
masses of the people and integrated rvith the
masses, becomes an inyincible strength which in the
end will surely bury U.S. irnperialism and all its lackeys
and enable the oppressed peoples to win genuine libera-

by the

tion.

Proceeding from this guiding thought, we consider
that the best weapon is not such lethal weapons as aircraft, artillery, tanks or atom bombs, but Mao Tse-tung's
thought; and that the greatest combat power is not
the power of any new weapon but the awakened people armed w'ith Mao Tse-tung's thought.

forth brightly and show its superiority. The

Proceecling from this guiding thought, we can
despise any formidable enemy strategically and talie
r-ull account of him tacticaily; we can most correctly

against U.S. aggression n.ow being victoriously waged by
the Vietnamese people provides us with a new example
of "the rveak" defeating "the strong"; it is a potent

the relative strength of the enemy and ourselves
and make the most ingenious use of all the internal
contradictions of the enemy; we can integrate the army
with the people to the maximum extent, bring into
fulle.st play the initiative of the masses of the people,
strategically using one against ten and tactically pitting ten against one, flexibl;7 avoiding the enemy where
he is strong and attacking him where he is weak; we
can concentrate superior forces to rvipe out the enemy,
slicing him up and nibbling him up bit by bit: lr'e can
bring into full play the wisdom of the soldiers and
of the ma-qses of the people, becoming more resourc€ful, experienced, wiser and stronger with each battle
until the relative strength between the enemy and our-

the mo-st effective weapon against U.S. imperialism and
its lackel's. A1l revolutionary people will learn to
wage people's $7ar against U.S. imperialism and its
lackel's. The;i x'ill take up arms, learn to fight battles
and becorne skilled in waging people's war though they
have not done so before. U.S. imperialism iike a mad
bull dashing from place to place, will finaily be burnt
to ashes in the blazing fires of the people's wars it has
provoked by its own actions."

assess

Contrary to the expectations of all the reactionaries, the emergence of nuclear weapons cannot save
from bankruptcy the theory that weapons decide every-

thing. The greater the imperialist threat of nuclear

war, the more does revolutionary people's war shine
war

Iiving example showing that by relying on people's
!\'ar, the people can defeat any anti-people's lvar
launched by U.S. imperialism.
iust as Comrade Lin Piao has pointed out in "Long
Live the Victory of People's War!": "People's war is

Rip Up the Psper Tigers ond Creote

A New World
Foreign friends wormly proise Choirmsn Moo's brilliont thesis
thot imperiolism ond oll reoctionories ore poper tigers

LL reactionaries are paper tigers. In appeatance,
II E the reactionaries are terrifying, but in reality they

are not so powerful, From a long-term point of view,
is not the reactionaries but the people who are really
powerful."
- Mao Tse-tung, Talk With the Anterican
Corresponclent Anna Louise Strong, August 1946

it

Veli Dedi, Secretary-General of the Albanian
Veterans'Assoeiation. said: "This talk of Comrade Mao
'Ise-tung's and the biilliant thesis put forward by him
that imperiaiism and all reactionaries are paper tigers
14

are an important and immortal contribution to the
theory o{ Marxi.sm-Leninism. It powerfully arms the
international communist movement, the national-liberation movement and the people's revolutionary movement, and becomes a guiding thought of the Chinese
people, the Asian, African and Latin American peoples
and the peoples of Europe and North America in their
struggle against imperialism, revisionism and the reactionaries of all countries and for complete liberation."
"No\*r, imperialism headed by the United States,
moriern revisionism, with the leadership of the Com-
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munist Party of the Soviet Union as its centre, and the
reactionaries of all countries are collaborating u'ith each
other, and are opposing and vainly attempting to isolate
and encircle China and Albania. But it is they themselves who hav-e become more and more isolated and
encircled by the people of the world,,, he stressed. ,,This
proves that U.S. imperialism and Soviet revisionism are
a-lso paper tigers."

General Sinkapo, Representative of the Supreme
Cornmand of the Laotian People's Liberation Army,
sai.d: "Chairman Mao Tse-tung's brilliant thesis that
imperialism and all reactionaries are paper tigers is not

only a vieapon with which the Chinese people have
won victory but it is also a weapon with which the
people of Laos and the whole world will seize victory.'2
The general pointed out that the Laotian people had
long accepted this brilliant thesis of Chairman Mao's.
Ttre road of struggle traversed by the Laotian people
proved to the hilt that U.S. imperialism and the Laotian
reactionaries, rvhich appear powerful, are nothing to
be afraid of.
Yuiehi Kobayashi Chairman of the Japan Congress
of Journalists, said that Chairman Mao's famous statement "has greatly inspired the Japanese people and the
Asian, African and Latin American peoples in their
struggle against the U.S. imperialist occupation of
Japan, against U.S. imperialist domination and oppression and for genuine independence." He added: "Chairman Mao's.words point out to us the direction of historical progress and strengthen the confidence and

spiritual force of the people of the world in defeating
imperialism."

Mairaj Mohammad Khan, President of the National
Students Federation of Pakistan, said that this thesis of
Chairman Mao's expressed the essence and spirit of

of the No. 15 Branch of the National Revolutionary Movemeirt of the Congo (B) studying Chairman

Members

Mao's works

pointed out: "The [U.S.] paper tiger which was so
badiy battered by the Korean and Chinese peoples is
now showing its teeth again in Vietnam. But the heroic
and courageous Vietnamese peopie knorv very tveil that
by r,r,aging a people's rvar. this U.S. paper tiger can be
torn apart." He added: "In this talk, Chairman ivlao
said that 'the outcome of a war is deeided by the people. not by one or tu'o new types of weapon.' This is a
very good idea and ii has been proved by many events
in ttre whole world."

Marxism-Leninism and greatly inspired the I'ou.th and
students of Pakistan. This thesis must be used to "guide
all revolutionaries in their str-uggle for a nerv r..-orld,"
he said. He pointed out that those who oppose Chairman Mao's thesis are persons "who are opposed to
the revolutionary struggie of the oppressed people, w,ho
would like to demoralize the fighting spirit of the people and who are in fact collaborating rvith imperialism,
particularly U.S. imperialism. They are none other
than the modern revisionists."

Yusuf Abdel Raliim, Director of the Darnascus Office of the Palestine Liberation Organization, said that
Chairman Mao's thesis that imperialism and all reactionaries are paper tigers has greatly inspired the
Palestinian people and given them the conviction that
they can eliminate imperialism.

U Aung Zay, Executive Mernber of the AII-Eurma
Peaee Committee, said that Chairman Mao's farrous and
brilliant thesis that imperialism and all reactionaries
are paper tigers has been proved correct by world events
in the last 20 years. This thesis, he said, is correct
now and will continue to be correct.

Khalid Jundi, Chairman of the General Federation
of Syrian Trade Unions, saici that Chairman l\l[ao's thesis
that imperialism and all reactionaries are paper tigers
has greatly inspired the people of the world in their
anti-imperialist struggle after World War II. Twenty
years ago, while the Chinese people were carrying out

He said: "The Burmese people, together with the
great Chinese people, the peoples in Asia, Africa and
Latin America and the rest of the world, under the
gui.danee of this thesis, will definitely triumph over all
reactionaries, revisionism and imperia}ism led by the
United States ail paper tigers with paper teeth." He

It has been proved correct by the practice of
the Chinese revolution, and its correctness has also been
proved by i;he Vietnamese people's struggle against
U.S. imperialism, by the struggles of the peoples of the
Congo (L), Aigeria and of all other Asian and African

-
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their arduous struggle, Chairman Mao, with great
wisdom, worked out this thesis which is absolut,ely
correct.
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peoples. Chairman Mao is the greatest and the most
far-sighted statesman, he said.
Mohamed eI Eolani, Deputy Director-General of
Badio Sanaa, the Yemen, said that Chairman Mao
pointed out that imperialism and all reactionaries are
paper tigers. Every word of Chairman Mao's is trulh
and easily understood by the masses of the people. In
the last 20 years and more after the publication of
Chairman Mao's statement, the imperialists' sphere of
infiuence has been shrinking while the people's revolutionary forces have been growing from strength to
strength. This shows that imperialism is heading for
its doom while the revolutionary forces are steadily
advancing.

The Exeeutive Committee of the National Union of
Artists and Writers of the Congo (B) recently sent a
Ietter to Chinese artists and writers greeting the 20th
anniversary of the publication of Chairman Mao's thesis
that imperialism and all reactionaries are paper tigers.
The letter said that Chairman Mao's thesis which was
advanced 20 years ago "still applies universally today
to Latin America, Africa and Asia where the people are

struggling against the schemes of imperialism headed by
the United States." The letter said that "this theory
remains and will remain living and practical for any
historical period."
Loumbouele Bouta, First General Secretary of the
Lumumbist National Youth of the Congo (L), said: Chairman llao is right when he said that imperialism and all
reactionaries are paper tigers. We agree with his views.
Because when the struggle in the Congo started the

puppet forces under Mobutu equipped with up-to-date
war materiel appeared' v.ery po'werfr.rl, but when the
patriots rea1ly stood up and fought against them rve saw
that the puppet forces became iucreasingly powerless.

The victories of the revolutions in China, Cuba and
proved this. The revolution in the Congo
Algeria .
(L) will certainly prove this too.

Larbi, a veteran Algerian w-orker, said, "U.S: imperialism locks terrifying with it.s aircraft, tanks and
warships. But it is the Vietnamese pecple urho ar:e
rvinning one victory after another and U.S. imperialisn-t
is suffering one defeat after another. Ail this shows
tirat the people are most porverful once they have taken
up arms and are mobilized. In-iperialisn-r and all reactionaries amount to nothing. I'he Vieinamese people
rvill certainly win final victory as Algeria did, and it
is U.S. imperialism which will suffer defeat."

J. Mokone, Representative of the Pan-Africanist
of A.zania (South Africa) in Algiers, said that

Congress

the people of Azania r,r,ho are fight.ing for independence
are admirers of Mao Tse-tung's thoug'ht and belierze
t,hat according to Chailman Mao's thesis they u,ill
eventually succeed in crushing the reactionary, fascist
Verrvcerd r-eg:mr- and its allies headed by U.S. irnperialism.

Ibrahim Adam Farah, President of the Somali
Agriculturists' Co-operatives and Community, said that
16

Chairman Mao had taught us that the imperialists are
paper tigers. "We shall listen to Chairman IVIao's teachings and deal severe blows to the imperialists. Mao
Tse-tung is the greatest leader the world has ever pro-

riuced. We shall faithfully follow him and his teachings," he said.
Elias Seman, Political Secretary of the Communist
Vanguard of Argentina, stated that when the Chinese
comrades said that atomic bombs and U.S. imperialism
are paper tigers they persisted in the Leninist stand affirming that the proletariat and the oppressed peoples
can and must defeat imperialism.
Colombian journalist Bicardo Samper said that Mao
Tse-tung published his article of genius 20 years ago
in Augusi 1946 when the United States hoped to see
resulis from its criminal activities committed the previous year i,n Hiroshima and Nagasaki, that is, fanning
up a reign of terror among the people and frustrating
their milltancy. Chairman Mao pointed out in his article
that imperialism and all reactionaries are merely paper
tigers and so are the atomic bombs with which the U.S.
reactionaries use to threaten people.

This brilliant article of Mao Tse-tung's, he said,
the Chinese people to be liberated for ever
from the U.S. nuclear threat r,vhich has counter-revolul-ras enabled

iion as its aim, and has guicied the revolution to victory.
It has also guar-anteed the development of construction
in New China, and progress in all fields including nuclear development.
Esther Chapa, a prominent Mexican social activist,
said that Chairman Mao's thesis on paper tigers is an
unparalleled ideological weapon. Once the Latin American peoples master this weapon, they will become fearIess, advance steadily and wage a life-and-death struggle against U.S. imperialism until final victory.

Chilean scientist Danilo Villarroel Silva said: "I

hav-s the greatest trust in Chairman Mao. This is because he has developed Marxism-Leninism in the polit-

icai, military and other fields and made outstanding
contributions to the revolution of the world's people. . ..
Chair-man Mao's thesis that imperialism and aII reactionaries are paper tigers is the most correct point of
view both strategically and tactically. Revolutionary
people i:he world over need such a man of genius, such
a creative Marxist as Chairman Mao."
Jacques Jurquet, Secretary of the Secretariat of
the French Cornmunist Movement (Marxist-Leninist),
said: The Vietnamese people will triumph because they
are waging a revolutionary people's war. After all, as
Comrade Mao Tse-tung teaches and as the Vietnamese
comrades headed by the esteerned Comrade Ho Chi
Minh have victoriously demonstrated, it is people that

are the decisive factor, it is people that will finally
triumph over the seemingly powerful material force.
"And it is in this sense that we should comprehend the
famous phrase of Mao Tse-tung that imperialism and all

reactionaries are paper tigers," he said.
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Chinese Notionol Defence Ministry's
Strongest Protest Ago inst U.S.
lmperiolism's Wqr Provocotion
U.S. imperialist military planes in the early
hours of the morning of August 29 flagrantly
attacked small Chinese cargo ships sailing the normal
shipping route in the Gulf of Bac Bo. They sank one of
them and damaged another, killing nine Chinese sealrren
and wounding seven others. This is another blood debt
owed to the Chinese people by U.S. imperialism. It is
a grave incident, another open war provocation against
China by U.S. imperialism while it is expanding its war
of aggression in Vietnam. The Chinese people express
their greatest indignation against this bloody criminal

act by U.S. imperialism. A spokesman of the Ministry
of National Defence has lodged the strongest protest
against this!
At 1:30 hours on August 29, the Chinese smal1 cargo
vessels No. 1018 and No. 1019, flying the national flag
of China, were sailing the normal shipping route in the
western part of the Gulf of Bac Bo rvhen U.S. military
planes suddenly bombed and strafed them continually
for as long as three hours. Investigations have now
confirmed that the Chinese vessel No. 1018 was sunk
and vessel No. 1019 was damaged. Nine Chinese seamen
were killed and seven others wounded.
A spokesman of the Ministry of National Defence
emphasized that this wanton bombing attack by the
U.S. imperialists, which caused the sinking and damaging of the small cargo vessels, was by no means an
isolated incident. It was another serious step in the
frantic war provocations against China by U.S. imperialism. While U.S. imperialism rvas bombing Hanoi. capital of the Vietnam Democratic Republic, and further
extending its bombing of north rJietnam, it has, in disregard of the repeated warnings of the Chinese Government and people, repeate'dly menaced and caried out
provoeations against our fishing boats and merchant
ships, bombing and strafing them and inflicting heavy
loss of life and property on the Chlnese people. Once
again we seriously warn the U.S. aggressors: these blood
debts will have to be repaid in blood. Armed with Mao
Tse-tung's thought, the Chinese people will never let
the U.S. imperialists perpetrate their criminal acts at
will. We have told you in advance and we mean what
we say. If the U.S. imperialists dare to impose war on
us, we will ruthlessly break the backs of the U.S. aggressors and wipe them out resolutely, thoroughly, totaliy
and completely.
On September 6, Renmin Ribao carried a commentary by its Commentator on this war provocation by

U.S. inrpelialism.
The commentary said: "At the same time it i-s expanding its war of aggression in Vietnam, U.S. imperialSeptember

9,
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ism is making frantic provocations against the Chinese
people. This can only serve to strengthen the Chinese
people's determination to aid Vietnam in resisting U.S.
aggression. It is easier to shake mountains than to shake
the determination of the Chinese people. Whatever else
the U.S. imperialists are b.ent on doing and whatever
plots they are up to, the Chinese people are determined
to support the Vietnamese people resolutely in fighting
to the end, until there is not a single U.S. soldier left on
Vietnamese soil and until the Vietnamese people win
eomplete victory and achieve national reunification.

"The Chinese people have long seen through the
rvild ambitions of the U.S. imperialist wolf. Since bombing Hanoi and Haiphong, the Johnson Administration
has pretentiously ciaimed that U.S. 'objectives are limited' and the United States would not 'take any offensive
action' against China. This is nothing but a smoke-

Recent Criminol Roids on Chinese
Ships by U.S. Aggressors
U.S. irnperialist militarl- planes hal'e, on many
occasions or.er the recent period. raided Chinese mer-

chant and fishing vessels and damaged China's sea
transport and fishing undertakings on the high seas.
On Juil- 30, trso U.S. planes dived low over the
Chinese merchant vessel iVcnhai, No. 155 sailing the
high seas in the northern part of the Gulf of Bac

Bo. Later, seven more U.S. planes came over, circiit-tg
and diving at the ship. These nine U.S. planes
harassed the Chinese ship for t.,vo hours and five
minutes. On August 6, a group of three U.S. planes
dive-]:ornbed 15 fishing boats frorn Haikang Countl',
Krvangtung Province, r.l,hich were fishing on the high
seas ra,'est of Bach Long Vi Island. They dropped

three bonbs without hitting any of the ships. On
Au,gust 12, rvhen the Chinese merchant ship Nonhoi
No. 174 was sailing the high seas south of Mong
Cai, two U.S. planes cilcled the ship six times before

lhey left.
The Chinese department concerned has made
pul:lic a stror-rg plotest against the repcated raids on
Chinese merchant ar-rd fishing vessels by the U.S. air
pirates. It sternly u'arns the U.S. aggressors that
the ?00 million Chinese people are not to be bullied;
the U.S. n-rilitar1, planes must immediately stop these
shameless provocations. Otherwise, the U.S. Government 'a,ill be held responsible for ail the grave consequences arising therefrom.
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bomb. $[hat is the 'limit' when U.S.

p]anes iaking
part in, the aggressive war in Vietnam openly bomb and
strafe Chinese cargo ships flying China's national fiag!
Isn't this a deliberate attack!" We must tell the U.S
aggressors in the clearest ternrs that the Chinese people
have made every preparation and we are waiting in
strict battle array. The communique of the Eleventh
Plenar-r. Session of the Eighth Central Committee of the

Chinese Commr.mist Party solemnly declared: 'Should
they dare to impose war on us, the ?0.0 miilion Chinese
people under the leadership of Comradd Mao Tse-tung
and the Communist Party of China wiII certainly break
the backs of the aggressors and w'ipe them out resolute-

ly, thorougily, totally and

completely.'

"This blood debt owed by the U.S. aggressors to the
Chinese people must be repaid!'2

$truggle hy Reasoningn Hot hy Goereion 0r Force
ONIRADE MAO TSE-TUNG has repeatedly told us

that the great proletarian cultural revolution is a
great revolution that touches the people to their very
souls. He has also said that in car:-wing out this great
rer,'o1ution. the struggle should be conducted by reasoning and not by coercion or force.
By the "soul" of the people is meant their ideas,
their ideology, the culture prevailing in a society, and
the various customs and habits associated with the ideas
and ideology of the people. All these are things in the
minds of ttre people.
This being the case. the proletariat. in remoulding
the u'orld in its own image. mu-st conduct its struggle
by reasoning in order to solve these questions that
exist in the minds of the peopie. This is also true
for the struggle against those in authorttl' r*,ho are
1:kipg the capitalist road and for the struggle against
tandlord+' rich peasants, eounter-revolutionaries, bad
elem'ents and Rightists.
Comrade Mao Tse-tung and the Party's Central
Committee have advocated the fullest use of bigcharacter posters and the carrying out of great debates
for the purpose of arguing things out in the great cultural revolution. These make necessary the use of
eiLher pen or tongue.
When tongue or pen is used, the brain has to be
used, and the masses m.ust tre allowed to display their
initiative, their wisdom a.nd talent.
The simple method of conducting the struggie by
coercion or force can onl-"* touch the skin but not the
sou1. It cannot expose to the full before the masses the
ugly features of ghosts and monsters and cannot clear
out their reactionary poison.
Comrade Mao Tse-iung has said: "A11 erroneous
ideas, al1 poisonous weeds, all ghosts and monsters,
must be subjec.fed to criticism." "However, the criticism should be fultry reasoned, analytical and convincing.',
Thi.s means that it is necessary to use ones brains
and carry on the struggle by reasoning.
It is .extremely important that, in the course of
the great protretarian cultural revolution, we should
learn to conduct the struggie by reasoning and to use
our brains.
Comrade Mao Tse-tung has always told the revolutionary peopie that the,v must be good at using their
brains. He has pointed out: "We must elcourage our
comrades to think, to learil the method of analysis and
I8

to cultivate the ha'bit of analysis." This instruction
of Comra.de Mao ?se-tung's is of equally great importance for our present great proletarian cultural
revolution.
We know that our enemies are never lenient with
the people. When we advocate struggle by reasoning,
it is not to pardon tlre enemies for their criminal activities, but in fact to hit the enemies of the people
hard, pull them down and eornpleteiy discredit them'

politically and ideologically, so that shorn of their
prestige, they wiil never rise again.
Struggle by reasoning means a full exposure and

searching criticism, bringing the reae.fionary words and
deeds of all ghosts and monsters into the light of da5r,
and using such negative examples as teaching materials
for the education of the masses and the younger generation. Only in ttris way is it possible to bring about" a
great enhancement of the elass consciousness of the
broad masses, unite all those who can be united and
isqlate to the maximum the enemies o{ the proletariat

and of the people. This method of struggle by reasoning is what the enemies of the proletariat and of the
people fear

rnost.

:':

The great proletarian cultural revolution is an extremely sharp and complex class struggle. To win
victory in this revolution, the vanguards of the proletariat must, in the course of the struggle, creatively
study and apply Comrade Mao Tse-tung's r.vorks and

the 16-point decision concerning the great cultural
revolution and must learn how to carry on the class
struggle under the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The enemies of the people wiII not step down from
the stage of history of th6ir own accord. We stand for
struggle by reasoning, because we rely on the masses
and trust the masses and belie-.ze that the method of
struggling by reasoning is sufficient to conquer the
enemy, since truth is with the proletariat. At the
same time, the powerful state machine is in the hands
of the proletariat, so we are not afraid that the
enemies of the people wiltr make troub,le. Should they
dare to resort to forte, thus violating the eriminal law
under the dictatorship of the proletariat. stern punishment wi]l be rneted out in accordance with the law.
Struggle by reasoning instead of by coercion or
force is an important policy of the Party in the great
proletarian cultural revolution. We must persist in
this policy, abide by it and implement it.
("Renmi.n Ribao" editorial, September 5.)
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Two Reyolationary' Big-Charscter Posfers

What Are Sung

Lu Ping and Peng Pei-yun
Up T o in tfie Cultural Revol ution?*
sr?i,?,

T pi'esent, the people of the whole nation, in a
/I r soaring revolutionary spirit which manifests their
boundless love for the Party and Chairman Mao and
their inveterate hatred for the sinister anti-Party, antisocialist gang, are making a vigorous and great cultural
revolution; they are struggiing to thoroughly srnash the
attacks of the reactionary sinister gang, in delence of
the Party's Central Cornmittee and Chairman Mao. But
here in Beida [Peking University] the masses are being
kept immobilized, the atrnosphere is one of indlfference
and deadness, whereas the strong revolutionary desire
of the vasi number of the faculty members and students has been suppressed. What is the matter? What
is the reason? Something fishy is going on. Let,s
take a look at what has happened very recently!
It took place after the pubtication on May 8 of the
articles by Ho Ming and Kao Chu and the upsurge in
the nationwide struggle to denounce the "Three-Famity
Village." On May 14, Lu Ping (President of Peking
University and Secretary of its Part), Committee)
hastily transmitted the "directive" issued by Sung Shih
(deputy head of the department in charge of university affairs under the Peking Municipal Party Cornmittee) at an emergency meeting of the department.
Sung Shih said that at present the movement ',badly
needs a strengthened leadership and the Party organizations in the colleges are required to strengthen the
leadership and stand fast at the posts." "When the
masses arise they need to be led onto the correct path."
"This ideological struggle is a serious class struggle. and
the anti-Party, anti-socialist remarks have to be ompletely repudiated theoreticall-v. Persist in reasoning,
use u'hatever method which proves to be adaptable to
repudiating them, and provide good leadership in the
study of documents, the holding of small group meetings, and the writing of small-character posters and
clitical essays. In short, this serious struggle must be
conducted in a very careful and penetrating manner.
Big meetings can in no way serve to compietely discredit the anti-Party, anti-socialist remarks and theoretically repudiate them." "In ease the angry rnasses dernand that a big meeting be held, do not suppress them
but guide them to hold small group meetings, study
documents and r,vrite small-character posters."
* This big-character poster appeared in Peking University on May 25. The Peking Municipal Party Comrnittee
referred to in it was Iater reorganized in accordance with
a decision of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Farty. According to a decision of the new Peking
\,tunicipal Party Committee, the Peking University Party
Committee was also reorganized and Lu Ping and Peng
Pei-yun were dismissed from all their posts. (See Peking
Reur,ew, No. 24, June 10, 1966.)
Ed.

-
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Lu Ping and Peng Pei-yun (a cadre in the department in charge of university affairs under the Peking
Mr-rnicipal Party Committee and Deputy Secretary of
the Peking University Party Committee) conducted the
movement in Beida entirely in the same vein. They
said: "The situation in the cuitural revotrution in our
university is excellent," "more than 100 articles had
been written before May B, the movement is healthy
. . . as the movement deepens, active guidance must
be given." "Right now, leadership is urgently needed
to guide the movement tou,ards a correct orientation
in its development." "Only by energetically strengthening the leadership ean [the movement] be led to its
normal development." "It is not suitable for Beida ""o
stick up big-character posters." "Big-character postels
must not be encouraged; if the masses want to post
them, actively guide them away," and so forth. Is this
the line for the cultural revolution laid down by the
Party's Central Committee and Chairman Mao? No,
absolutely not! It is an out-and-out revisionist line that
runs counter to the Party's Central Comrnittee and to
Mao Tse-tung's thought.
"This is an ideological struggle." "The all{i-Party'.
anti-socialist remarks have to be completell- repudiated
theoreticaiiy." "Persisi in reasoning.'' This struggie
"must be conducted in a ver'1' car-eiul manner'." \i'hat
dces all this mean? Can it be con-.iciered a theor€ticai
problem? Is it all just rernarks? Il:hither do 1-ou s-ant
to ''guide' the lif+and{eath pol;tical st'rrggle \re are
n-aging to counter-attack the sinister anti-Party, antisociaiist gang? Isn't it one of the main tactics of Teng
To and his instigators in resisting the cultural revolution to divert this serious political struggle to "purely
academic" discussions? Why are you still doing things
this way up to this moment? What kind of people
are you actualiy?
"The masses, when they arise, need to be led onto
the correct path." "Guide the movement towards a
correct orientation in its development." "Only by
energetically assuming the leadership can [the movernent] be led to its normal derrelopment." What is meant
by "correct path"? What is meant by "correct orientation"? What is meant by "normal developrnent"? You
have "guided" the great political class struggie into a
"purely theoretical" and "purely academic" trap. Not
long ago, was it not you who personally "guided" the
comrades of the law faculty to consult 1,500 volu.mes
of books and material running to 14 million character:s
to study the question concerning the "reversal of rvrong
verdiets" by Hai Jui? Was it not you who have given
great pubiicity to this as "correct orientation and the
right method,'z asking everybody to learn from this
19

"good experience"? In actual fact, this is "good experience" which has all been created by you and Teng
To and his sinister gang; and this is also the very
essence of your talk that "the movement is healthy."
The Partl-'s Central Committee and Chairman Mao
have long since shown us the correct path for the cultural revolution and its correct orientation. You say
ncthing about them and work out your own so-called
''correci path" and "correct orientation" in the hope of
drart-ing the revolutionary mass movement into your
rerisionist orbit. Flankly speaking, this is a vain hope !
"Big meetings can in no way serve to theoretically
repudiate them." "It is not suitable for Beida to stick
up big-character posters," we "must guide them to hold
small group meetings and write small-character posters."
Why are you so afraid of big-character posters and the
holding of big denunciation meetings? To counter-attack
the sinister gang which has frantically attacked the
Party, socialism and Mao Tse-tung's thought is a lifeand-death class struggle. The revolutionary people must
be fully aroused to vigorously and angrily denounce
them, ar-rd to hold big meetings and put up big-cl-raracter
posters is one of the best ways for the masses to do
battle. By "guiding" the masses not to hold big meetings,
not to put up big-character posters and by creating all
kinds of taboos, aren't you suppressing the masses'
revolution. not allor,r,ing them to make revolution and
opposing their revolution? We will never permit 1'ou
to do thisl
You shout about having to "strengthen the
leadership and stand fast at the posts." This only
exposes rvho you really are. At a time when the revolutionary masses are vigorously rising up, in response

to the call of the Party's Central Committee and Chair-

man Mao, to firmly counter-attack the anti-party,

anti-socialist sinister gang, you shout: ,,strengthen the
leadership and stand fast at the posts.,' Isn,t it clear
what "posts" you want to hold fast, and for whom,
and what kind of people you are and what despicable tricks you are up to? Right up to today you are
still desperately resisting. You still want to ,,stand fast,,
at your "posts" so as to sabotage the cultural revolul.ion.
We must tell you, a mantis cannot stop the wheel of
a cart and mayflies cannot topple a giant tree. You
are simply day-dreaming!
All revolutionary intellectuals, now is the time to
go into battle! Let us unite, holding high the great red
banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought, unite round the
Party's Central Committee and Chairman Mao and
break down all the various controls and plots of the
revisionists; resolutely, thoroughly, totally and completely wipe out all ghosts and monsters and all Khrushchovian-type counter-revolutionary revisionists, and
carry the socialist revolution through to the end.
Defend the Party's Central Committee!
Defend Mao Tse-tung's thought!
Defend the dictatorship of the proletariat!
Peking University, Department of PhilosoPhY

Nieh Yuan-tzu. Sung I-hsiu, Hsia Chienchih, Yang Ke-ming, Chao Cheng-yi, Kao
Yun-peng,

Li

Hsing-chen

(Originallg published

May 25, 1966
in "Renmin Ribao,',
June 2, 1966.)

Long Live the Revol utionory Rebel Spirit
Of the Praletoriot
E) EVOf,UTION is rebellion, and rebellion is the soul
I\ of Mao Tse-tung's thought. We hold that tremendous attention must be paid to the r,vord "application,"
that is. mainly to the word "rebellion." Daring to
think, to speak, to act, to break through, and to make

revolution, in a word, daring to rebel, is the most fundamental and most precious quality of proletarian revolutionaries. This is the fundamental princlple of the

proletalian Party spirit! Not to rebel is revisionism,
pure and simple!
Revisionism has been in control of the school for
17 years. If tve do not rise up in rebellion todav, when
are we going to?
Some bold people who were against rebeilion have,
today, suddenly turned coy and shy, humrning and hawing incessantly about us being too one*sided, too high
and mighty, too rude, and going too far.
A11 this is rank nonsense! If you are against us,
then say so. Why be bashfut about it?
ZO

Since we want rebellion, the matter has been taken

out of your hands! We are going to make the air
thick with the pungent smell of explosives. Toss them

,

over, grenades and stick bombs together, and start a
fight. "Sympathy," "a11-sidedness," out of the wayl
You say we are too one-sided? What then is your
all-sidedness? Your ai1-sidedness looks like "two combining into one," eclecticism.
You say we are too high and mighty? We are
"high and mighty." Chairman Mao has said: "And
those in high positions we counted no more than dust."
We are going to strike down not only the reactionaries
in our school, but the reactionaries of the whoie world
too. Revolutionaries consider the transformation of the
world is their task. How can we not be "high and
mighty"?
You say we are too rude? We should be rude.
Horv can we be soft and clinging towards revisionism

I

big
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or go in for moderation in a big way? To be moderate
towards the enemy is to be cruel to the revolution!
You say we are going too far? To put it biuntly,
your "avoid going too far" is reformism; it is "peaceful
transition." You are day-dreaming! We are going to
strike you down to the dust and keep you there!
And there are some who are scared to death of
revolution, scared to death of rebellion. Sticklers for
convention, obsequious, curled up inside your revisionist
shells, as soon as there is a whiff of rebellion in the
air, you get ner-vous and afraid. Recently, heartless
censures have every day been poured into your ears
and. daily, your hearts beat with fear. Don't you feet
it insufferable? Hasn't life become unbearable?

ing and their magic omnipotent, for they possess Mao
Tse-tung's great invincible thought. We wield our
golden rods, display our supernatural powers and use
our magic to turn the old world upside down, smash
it to pieces, pulverize it, create chaos and make a
tremendous mess, the bigger the better! We must do
this to the present revisionist middte school attached to
the Tsinghua University, make rebellion in a big way,
rebel to the end! We are bent on creating a tremendous
proletarian uproar, and hewing out a proletarian new
world!
Long live the revolutionary rebel spirit of the proIetariat

!

Red Guards
Middle School Attached to
Tsinghua University
June 24, 1966.

Revoiutionaries are Monkey Kings, their golden
rods are powerful, their supernatural powers far-reach-

Hoil a

-Chorocter Poster ot
Peking University
Big

by "RENMIN RIBAO" COMMENTATOR
big-character poster put up by Nieh Yuan-tzu
THE
r and other comrades (see p. 19) has unveiled a big
conspiracy by members
sinister gangl

of the "Three-Family Village"

preserve as many knights as possible. They are
vainly trying to conserwe their strength and strike again
when an opportunity presents itself.
Peking University. which has been under the thumb

Although Teng To, manager of the "Three-Family
Village" sinister inn, has been unmasked, this antiParty cliqr-re is not resigned to defeat. With their backs
to the u'all. they are stubbornly resisting. or to quote
Sung Shih. a member of the "Three-Famill- Village'
anti-Part-v clique. they are ''strengthening the leadership and standing fast at the posts."

What "1rcsts;' are they "standing fast"

to

at?

They

are "standing fast" at the bastions of reaction in which
they have entrenched themselves over the years. What
sort of "leadership" are they strengthening? They are
directing their henchmen to make a last stand and to
do their utmost to preserve their anti-Party and antisocialist positions.

of Lu Ping and Peng Pei-1rrn and others over the
-vears. is a key point of the "Three-Family Village"
sinlster gang. a stubborn bastion used by them to
oppose the Party and socialism. Even as late as May
14. Lu Ping did not hesitate to relay a so-called urgent
directive from Sung Shih, deputy head of the department in charge of university affairs under the Peking
Municipal Party Committee. (See footnote on p. 19) In a
great hurry and amid confusion he mapped out a plan of
action to deceive, dupe and suppress the masses of young
students, revolutionary cadres and revolutionary teachers. He forbade them to answer the call of Chairman
Mao and the Central Committee of the Party to rise up

and make revolution. Peng Pei-yun is someone
shrouded in mystery, running clandestine errands up

Sung Shih's call for "strengthening the leaclership"
and "standing fast at the posts" is a signal. It is an
indication of the activities of all ghosts and monsters
in this all-powerful great proletarian cultural revolution. They won't yield an inch, they will fight for
every inch and wiil not go down unless they are
knocked dorvn.

and dorvn the line, pulling strings and making contacts. In this matter she has taken her activities
underground, making trips betrveen the Ming Tombs,
where the History Department of Peking University
has its plemises. and Sung Shih and Lu Ping, offer:ing
ideas, hatching plots and stealthily running the show.

The "Three-Family Village" sinister gang is using
every cunning trick. Some time ago. they resorted to
the tactics of "sacrificing knights to save the queen,"
Now that the "queen" is down and out, they are trying

inn of "Three-Family Village," the "knights" of

September 9, 1966

AII this indicates that the branches of the sinister

the
"Three-Family Village" sinister gang, are putting up
stub,b,orn resistance in a guided, organized and planned

way..
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of Peking University's "Party committee secretary," (see footnote on p. 19) and in
the name of the "organization," Lu Ping threatened and intirnidated the students and cadres who
had risen up to make rwolution, declaring that
disohrdience of their direction meant violation of
discipline and opposing the Party. These are the
rrell-r*-orn taetics of the anti-Party elements of
the "Tbree-Family Village" sinister gang. Let these
quesiions be put to Lu Ping: just what kind of a
partl- do you mean when you say the Party? What
sort of 'organizat'ion do you mean? What kind of
discipline do you mean? The facts compel us to give
the following answers: the "party" you talk ab,out is
not a genuine Communist Party but a sham ComirruUsing his post

nist Party, a revisionist "party." The "organization" you
talk about is an anti-Party clique. The discipline you
talk about is a merciless c:racking down on prole-

tarian revolutionaries.
What Lu Ping and company have been up to
fool no one.

can

In so far as proletarian revo utionaries are conit is the discipilne of the Chinese Comrnunist
Party that we obey and it is the correcL leadership
of the Party's Central Commitlee with Chailman l{ao
at the head that w-e accept without reser'\:e. AII ei'roneous leadership that endangers the reroiuion
should not be accepted s-ithout qualficaton:-it should
be firml1. resisred. }[ao Tse-tung's thought is the supreme guide for aII our work. We must firmly adhere
cerned,

to Chairman-Mao's teachings on classes and class struggtre in socialist society and his instructions on carrying
out the great proletarian cuftural revolution in the
ideological sphere to foster proletarian ideas and
Iiquidate bourgeois ideas. The peopJ.e of the whole
country wili rise up, oppose and knock down all those
who oppose Chairman Mao, who oppose Mao Tse-tung's

Examples

cf

thought, who oppose the directives of Chairman Mao
and the Party's Central Comrnittee, no matter what
banner they hoist and how highly they may be placed
arrd how great their seniorit5r may be, for in point of
fact they represent the interests of the overthrown
exp oiting classes. The whole nation rvill smash their
sinister gang, sinister organization and' sinister discip.iine to pieces.

The waves of the great proletarian cultural revolution, which has no para1lel in human history, are
pounding and battering their way forward; those clcwns
r,r,ho vainly try to stop them cannot escape being
drowned in the process.
Led b;r the Party's Central Committee and Chairman Mao, the workers, peasants and soldiers and the
cultural warriors of the proletariat, with the porn'er of
.an ava-lanche, are storming and taking one cultural
position after another from the hands of counterrevolution and crushing the counter-rerrolutionary cu1tural citadels. The "Three-Family Village," the "FourFamily Village" and what not are nothing but paper
tigers. Their "queen" cannot be saved. ncr can their
"knights."
The prcletanan rei-ciuiionaries at Peking Universrll' u ,),1 cer:a:nl-r- rajse still higher the great red banne: ci ]Iao Tse-tung's thought and stili more effecfieqls nnite ttre masses for carrying on the struggle.
Ttrose who for the time being have not been abie to
see clearly are certain to enhance their arvakening
quickly and join the fighting ranks. The revolutionary struggle of the gTeat mass of teachers and
students at Peking University opposing the representatives of the bourgeoisie are certain to emerge victorious. A new, flourishing and genuinely socialist
Peking University is certain to emerge very soon in
the people's capital
("Renmin RLbao," June 2.)

How the tlasses Greatlyely Study

find frpply hlao Tse-tumg'$ Thought
Following are two good articles on the creatioe
study and appli.cation of Mao Tse-tung's thought,
"Arm,ed uith Mao Tse-tung's Thought" utas uritten i,n
1960 and "Phi.losophg in Selling Waterm,elons in a Big
Ci.tg," i,n 7965. Certain "authoritie{' attacked them as
etamgiles o! "pltilistini,s-fiL" and "ytragmdtisrn."

Representing the bourgeoisie, these reactionarg
"authori,ti,es" toitlt a lordlg air uilified and cursed. th.e
creatiue studg and. app.licntion of Chairrnan Mao's u:orks

by the raorkers,

yteasants and soldiers os "ol)ersim'plification," "philistinisfii.!' clnd "p,t'agmetism." They

,,

were in fact against Mao Tse-tun$s thought, against
imbuing the brosd nldsses of workers, peasants and,
sold.iers utith Mao Tse-tung's thought, against the integration of the uruuersal truth of Marrism-Leninisra with
the concrete practice of the Chinese retsolutzon and,
construction. They d.id. thi.s with the aim. af spt'ec"<Iing
their re'--inonist trash in order to prepare pu.blic opinion

for a capitali,st

come-back.

"Jiefangjun Bao" and "Gu,angming Ribaa" republi.slted these two essays in mid-May tltis year and theE
toere subsequentlA reyrinted. by the pne.ss throughout
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the countrg. The broad masses of uorkers, peasamts
retolutionarg
cadres and reoolutiorwry intellectuals h.ighlA appraise
these tuo essaAs and, one and all haue stronglg condemned those reacti,orwrg bourgeoi.s "authoritie!' for

and saldiers, rettolutiorwrA students,

thei.r anti-Partg nonsense and erposed, their cri.minal
ilesigns.

We here present these two essaAs to our readers,
..- P.R. Ed.

Armed \{ith Moo Tse-tung's Thought
by CHUANG

CTIIA-FU

Tqble Tennis

\Y/HEN a person's thinking

Coq.ch

does not keep pace with
YV the great all-round developments of our country's
life, he is bound to do poor work. My ideological level

was low, and I could not unclerstand clearly the development and transformation of things. Because I acted
entirely according to my subjective judgment, I met
with setbacks and made mistakes. But after I began
a serious study of theoretical writings, my work im-

tionary drive and a clear head with rl-hich to analyse
concrete situations. In competitions he must first size
up }iis opponent and then decide on his tactics. To fight
wildly is useless. For examplg if long drives are ineffective, short ones should be used; if hard smashes fail,
the player should change to soft returns. He should
use varied tactics, such as an attack mounted rt'ith a
chop, a drive, a smash after service, and attacks to the

proved.

sides and centre.

At first, with no habit of study, I found it difficult
to persevere. To overcome thig I found it necessary to
develop, subjective initiative and make every minute
count. I always carried sorRe of Chairman Mao's writings with me and read a passage before and after.meals
or meetings, and the last thing at night. This proved
a good method.
By linking my work and thinking with my studies
and comparing my standpoint, viewpoint, and methods
of thinking and of work with those expressed in the
writings of Chairman Mao, I was able to raise my ideological und.erstanding and improve my work"
Before going to the 25th World Table Tennis
Championships [in Dortmund] in 1959, we made a study
of Chairman Mao's "Problems of Strategy in China's Revolutionary War." This broadened my outlook and ra;sed
my abiiity to apply the larv of dialectics to anal1-sis.
Formerly w-hen u.e played in matches against foreigners,
we saw their many strong points but very ferv weak
ones. As regards ourselves, we \f,,ere well arvare of
our weaknesses but overlooked our strong points. We
were, therefore, unable to make a balanced analysis or
estimate, or to size up a situation correctly. As a result u,e lacked confidence and easily became nervous.
Because I looked at things in a mechanical, idealistic
and absolute 'y'v'ay, I was awed by such players as Berczik and Sido of Hungary and Stipek of Czechoslovakia.
I saw in them formidable and hard-to-handle opponents.
After I began to study seriously, my thinking
changed. I saw and believed that we could counter
their spins, chop returns to the eorners and counterattacks with our fast and powerful pen-hoider grip attacks and varied serves. When we tried this, we \[,on,
Our understanding and confidence -grew and our awe

Jung Kuo-tuan's capture of the men's singles title
at the 25th World Table Tennis Championships rvas inseparable from his application of Chairman Mao's thinking of combining courage wilh wisdom. In one 3:2
victory, Jung began by trailing one game to two. and
in the fourth game he was behind 5:10. It looked as
though he was absut to be eliminated. We made a
ringside analysis and realized that Jung's flurry of
fierce smashes \r,ere either being chopped back from a
wateftight defence far from the table or being killed

disappeared.

By studying Chairman Mao's teachings for military
commanders I came to realize that an athlete or coach,
too, must possess both wisdorn and courage, both revoluSeptember

g,
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by himself on the net. When Jung su-itched to a steaCier
attack, varying long drives nith shorl smashes. hL" opponent rvas forced to !:un up anC dcn-n to the table,
-after
dropping point
point to finallr- Iose the match.

The importance of correet thinking became even
in the fight for the world singles title beirveen
Jung and Sido. In previous matches, the two players
had each beaten the other. As Chairman Mao says in
"On Contradiction": 'oln battle, one army is vietorious
and the other is defeated; both the victory and the
defeat are determined by internal eauses" and "In war,
offence and defence, adl,ance and retreat, victory and
defeat are all mutually contradictory phenomena." This
is correct. A sports oompetition is a contradiction in
motion. It's the same in table tennis. You try to attack
and your opponent returns the ball in a way most difficult for you to counter-attack. To constantly recognize the contradiction and solve it is what leads to
victory. And from this comes determination, fearlessness, and the will to press on to the end. Because
Jung Kuo-tuan understood this, in his match with Sido
he had the wisdom and eourage to seek out the main
contradiction and to adopt suitable methods to solve it.
He won the match.
Though I learnt something while giving guidance
and instruction in international competitions, therg
were still plenty of shortcomings in my work' Back
in China, I again studied "Problems of Strategy in
clearer

z3

War." I was particularly struck
is modest and willing to
learn, an experienced military man will be able to familiarize himself with the character of his own forces
(eommanders, men, arms, supplies, etc., and their sum

China's Revolutionary

by the

passage: "Provided he

total), with the character of the enemy forces (likewise,
commanders, men, arms, supplies, etc., and their sum
total) and with'alt other conditions related to the war,
such as politics, econornics, geography and, weather;
such a military man will have a better grasp in directing a war or an operation and will be more Iikely to
win victories. He will achieve this because, over a long
period of time, he has come to know the situation on
the enemy side and his own, discovered the laws of
action, and resolved the contradietions between the
subjective and the objective."
Following this, I paid more attention to the changing state of mind of players before giving advice during competitions. I learnt to make the best use of
combat opportunities in a match. I tried to appiy the
spirit of this teaehing of Chairman Mao's to actual table
tennis competition. For instance, I tried to see the reason for each changing situation in a competition. While
I lost no time in communicating these to the players, I
was careful in my approach, stressing a player's strong
points in order to encourage his fighting wili. In dayto-day associations, I tried to get a thorough knorvledge
of each player's temperament, noting any unciesil'abie
emotions such as fear and lack of determina:ion. and
the specific circumstances under s-hich tley appeared.
Before each competition I r*'ent over the guiding tactical
thinking with them.
During the Chinese Table Tennis B Team's visit to

Hungary [1958], Li Fu-jung played the Yugoslav
veteran, Vilim Harangozo, in a hard-fought match.
Ranking ninth in the listing of the world's best players
this year [1960], Harangozo's chops carried a powerful

spin and he varied his returns with or without spins,
combining them with sudden counter-attacks. Li Fujung happened to be rather weak at smashing heavilyspinning balls. I didn't mention to Li what a strong
player Harangozo . was before the match because he
would have taken it as a lack of confidence and it would
have affected his morale. There was a hard fight right
up to the final and fifth game. Li was trailing 20:21.
I was not a little nervous because Li had to lose only
one more point to be eliminated. I noticed that Harangozo '&.as keeping a close watch on Li's attack to the
left. I was on the point of shouting, "Li, don't attack
on his left!" but I knew that any excited shout 'rould
shake his confidence. Instead I said, "Your opponent
is afraid of your attack to the left and is ready with a
tight defence. Attack his right and serve from the
right corner." Li returned to the table with renewed
confidence and followed each of his serves with quick
srrrashes to take the match 23:21. During its tour of
Europe, the Chinese B Team stressed the need to learn
from playing in contests. They gathered a rl-ealth of
experience and were able to work out some effective
ways to deal with European plal'ers.
From my studies during this period I obtained a
deep understanding of the fact that correct theories
are gocci for aII rime and can be successfully applied to
every- klnd of n-ork and in any circumstances. Chairman llao's "Problems of Strategy in China's Revolutir.rnar5r War'' q'as s-ritten in 1936, but because its universal
truth is materialist and dialectical, it can be applied
successfully today in guiding table tennis competitions.
The tremendous guiding role of Mao Tse-tung's thought
in our rvork fully proves the great importance and need
for a revolutionary to study his works. I am determined hereafter to study more, and to worl< harder to
arm myself r*'ith Chairman Mao's thought and to draw
inexhaustible strength from it.

Philosophy in Selling Wotermelons
by CHOII

ino Big Citv

HSIN-LI

Manager of the Clwpei District Compamy ol the
Shanghai Municipal Fruit and FoadstufJs Company
MAO says: The interdependence of the
fTHAIRMAN
v contradictory aspects present in all things and the
struggle between these aspects determine the life of
all things and push' their development forward. There
is nothing that does not eontain contradiction; without
contradiction nothing w-ould exist.
In carrying out socialist constructioir and socialist
revolution, we must constantly expose and recognize
the contradictions in our rvork, correctly handle and
resolve them, and make them develop in a r.vay that
will benefit the socialist revolution. This is the duty

4

of a revolutionary cadre. It is a problem of revolutionizing one's work and a matter of one's attitude to
the revoiution. In 1963 our Chapei District Company
of the Shanghai Municipal Fruit and Foodstuffs Company improved its work in selling watermelons and cut
down spoilage as compared with previous years. But
eompared rvith other district companies, both our losses
fror-n wastage and our expenses remained too high.
Because of the correct policy laid down by the
Party. our peasant b.rothers in the eommunes in 1964
showed still greater enthusiasm in their work, further
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expanded their production, and got a bigger crop of
watermelons. Be{ore the harvesting: season the municipal company sent us to visit the communes, where
we saw the vines gpowing luxuriantly. They promised
a big harvest. We estimated that the quantity to be sold
would be at least 50 per cent greater than in 1963.
Eaced with such a large increase in the number of
watermelons for the market, could we substantially
reduce both wastage and expenses? This was a major
problem facing our company.
Although we had studied Chairman Mao's "On
Contradiction" before, our understanding of it was
rather super{icial. So we decided to study it again,
this time from the standpoint of our problem of how
to sell watermelons. We finally realized that if we
were to do our work well, we must recognize the contradictions in it, lay them bare, and resolve them.
Again, because melons do not keep well and there were
so man)/ of them, rve turned to the workers to find the
contradictions in selling. After investigation and study
we concluded that the main ones were: the contradiction betrveen over-supply and smaller demand tvhich
was shown in the relatively few retail outlets and lack
of sales personnel to cope with the flood of melons
during the peak season; and the contradiction between
the great quantity of melons and inadequate transport
and storage facilities. In addition, there were quite a
number of problems in management and work methods.

To Let Moo Tse-tung's Thought Toke Commond ond
Correctly Hondle Different Controdictions ls s Motter
Of Revolutionory Proctice
The study of' "Oh Contradiction" helped us to reeognize by investigation the contradictions in selling.
But recognition does not mean solution. First of all,
in order to solve the contradiction between the large
numbers of melons and easy spoilage. all con::ades
of the company must have the confidence that it

could be solved. While most of our comrades
irad this confidence, a few felt the problem was
too diJficult. One said, "Wouldn't it be better for
us to accept fewer?" Another remarked, "The watenrnelons spoil easily and don't keep for long, yet
we must handle a much bigger number. We'll be
lucky if we don't lose money or lose littie money." This
showed us that only by resolving the contradiction
belween fear of difficulties and confidence could

we do a good job. As the study of 'Chairman'Mao's
writings had helped us to find the contradictions in
selling, we again looked in his writings for help in
solving the contradictions in our thinking. We studied
"Serve the People" and "The Foolish Old Man Who
Removed the Mountains."
In "Serve the People," Chairman Mao says: 'oThese
battalions of ours are wholly dedicated to the libetation of the people and work entirely in the people's
interests." This tells us that although there is division
of labour in revolutionary work, one must rvholeheartedly serve the people no matter what one dtles.
September 9, 7966

Seliing watermelons is also part of the rerrolutionary
work. To do a good job, to satisfy the consumers as
well as the producers, we must adopt without reservation the attitude of serving the people and working
in their interests. A study of the situation made
us see that although there was going to be a bigger
supply, there would be more potential buyers because
the weather was forecast to be hot. Further, if we did
not actively expand sales and supply the public with
good melons, we would fail in supporting production
and cause a loss to the state as well. How could this
be serving the people? To serve the people is not
something abstract, it must be shown in what we do,
Since our brothers in the countryside had w-orked so
hard to grow more melons for the city people to enjoy,
we lvorkers in the trade department must do our best
to get them all to the consumers. For us, therefore,
the imrnediate task in serving the people u,as to make
a success of selling watermelons. We must think of
supporting the producers, guaranteeing the quality of
the produce and satisfying the consumers.
In ''The Foolish Old NIan Vlho RemoveC the Mountains." Chairman IIao sa5-s that the ts'o big mounlay like a dead
tains
imperialism and feudalism
- on the Chinese pecpie arrcl -that "TIae Chinese
weight
Comrnunist Party has long made up its mind to dig
them up. We must perseveie and lvork unceasingly.
." Indeed, under the leadership of the Central
Ccmmittee of the Party and Chairman Mao, the Chinese people irad risen and together dug up tlrese tn'o
big mountains. The Chinese revolution had been
victorious. This fully demonstrated that as long as
we have confidence and ale not af raicl of sacrifices,
we will conquer difficullies no matter hot- greai, We
sarv ihat u-e must conquer cur d:fiiculties in seliing
rvatern:elo::s througn unr'.'ai'eling determinatiolt and
uniif ing eiiorrs. Like the Foolish Old llan in the
ancient fabie rvho rvas determiaeci to ciig up the trvo
big rnountains standing in front of his home, rre too
had to be determined to remove the "big mountain"
of spoilage.
From Chairman Mao's rvritinqs we drew the
strength to deal with the ccntradictions in our thinking and solve thein. But in ottt'rvori< thei'e stiil was the
contradicticn between our big task ancl oi-tr weak forces.
Vt'hat was the answer to this'i Agailr, u,e have to frnd
it in Chairman Mao's works. In "Concenllate a Superior
Force to Destroy the Enerny Fi;i:ces One by One,"
Chairrnan Mao says: "Wittr regard to the disposition
for a canrpaign, when the eneny employs many brigades
(or regiments) and advances againsi our army frorn several directions, our 6rmy must concentrate an atrsoiu.tely
superior force
six, five, four or at least three times
and pick an opportnne rnoment
the enerny strength
to encircle and wipe- out one enemy brigade (or regirnent) first."
Here Chairman Mao is telling us that we can rn''ipe
out the enemy and be victorious only rvhen we concentrate an absolutely superior force against the enemy.
Can this concept which deals with military tactics be
25

to such an ordinary task as seiling watermelons? Facts show that it can be.
Our companSr's retail shops sell fresh and dried
fruits, delicacies from the north and south, cigarettes,
,,r'ines, cakes and pastries. We rvould not be able
to "q'ipe out" the "enemy" high wastage, if we
- among the different
distributed our sales forces evenly
Iines. To win the battle of "seliing watei'me1ons," u,e
nust lollow Chairman Mao's teachings and concentrate
a superior force for it. What we did was to reorganize
or.rr sales force, cutting down the staff and space for
other goods and allocating more for the selling of
applied

watermelons.

In our district's Kuangchao area rvhich is au'ay from
the city's main shopping centres, the seven food shops
were staffed altogether with some 40 people, only a
small number being young and strong, and many of
whom being r,vomen. To dispose of more than 100
tons of watermelons, the shops, besides their ordinary
cuunter service, assigned staff members to transport
and sell waternelons. Again, the Liankang Food
Shop does not usually sell fresh fruit but on this occasion it undertook to make a definite volume of sales.
In the peak period most of its staff were handling the
fruit. To seIl 300 tons, the North Station Shop organized
24 people into seven teams. Three did the storing,
handling and checking on quality and supplies; for:r
attended to customers, g,ho ate the melons in the shop
or bought them s.hole or in slices to take arvay, or
ran mobile stands at factories. Only two assistants
*'ere left to take care of the other counters. These
greatly concentrated forces provided favourable conditions for seiling the watermelons.
Grcsp the Principol Controdiction ortd Resolutety
Solve It in Order to Push the Work Forwqrd
Chairman Mao says, "At certain times in the revolutionary struggle, the difficulties outweigh the favourable conditions and so constitute the principal aspect of
the contradietion and the favourable conditions constitute the secondary aspect. But through their efforts
the revolutionaries can overcome the difficulties step
by step and open up a favourable new situation; thus
a difficult situation yields place to a favourable one."
From this we understood that while at the beginning the difficulties were the principal aspect of the
contradiction, as long as we did ever-vthing rve could
to create favourable eonditions, adopting effective
measures to solve the contradiction, the difficult situation could be transformed into a favourable one. In
the latter days of July tast year, a typhoon hit before
several hundred tons of watermelons could be removed
from the holds of boats rvhich had brought them. They
would soon go bad in the hot summer weather. The
only thought in our heads was to serve the people.
Everybody went out in the pouring rain, working
through the night to take the melons from the riverfront to the shops. To increase sales, we got all those
food shops which usually did not handle fresh fruit to
sel1 meions and organize faetory and street sa1es, thus
expanding the retail outlets from 2g to 118. To solve
,
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the problem of not enough salespeople, the staff took
their days off either before or after the peak period,
so that when the rush came we had 10 per cent more
people than usual. At this time we put most of the
sales force on transporting and selling melons, u,hich
meant there r,vere more than 300 people instead of tire
usual 100 and more working on fresh fruit.
Aceording to our 1963 experienee, peak supply
had lasted from July 25 to early August and averaged
from 250 to 400 tons a day in that year. In anticipation of greatiy increased supplies, therefore, we sold
shipments as fast as they came and kept nothing in
stock so that our shops and storehouses r,r,ere empt5r
when the real rush came. We then selected a good
reserve supply for "Autumn Begins," the day Shanghai
residents habituaily eat watermelons in great quantities and which falls around August ? or 8. We took
great care of this reserve stock, turning it over and
restacking it frequently to cut dovrn wastage. We also
had help from other companies and were able to borrorv
storage space for 450 tons.
We had found that one of the reasons for high
spoilage in 1963 was the bruising that occurred when
the melons were carried in big trucks. So we inspected
and repaired all the company's cars and used the retail
shops' own small trucks and pedicabs as much as possible. W.e rvere able to carry 87 per cent of the watermelons in them. cutting down both expenses and spoilage.

Ttre leading cadres also improved their rvork style.
We reduced the number of regular office meetings but
every night after ten o'clock we met to review the supply and sales situation and make arrangements for the

next day, taking into account likely weather

changes

and points raised by the staff. On the eve of "Autumn
Begins," w'e organized shock forces to rush ali the 100
tons of melons arriving at the wharves and the entire
reserve supply to the retail shops, thus making sure

that most of them were well supplied on. the big day.
Ali these measures created conditions for transforming a difficult situation into a favourable one.
Thus in 1964 we sold 79 per cent more watermelons
than in 1963, cut the expense rate from 15.8 to 10.65
per cent, reduced spoilage from 4.5 to 1.72 per cent, and
increased gross income rate from 17.4 to 23.76 per cent.
We earned altogether from melons that year 19,000
yuan as a contribution to capital accumulation for
sociaiist construction.
In selling watermelons we discovered the contradictions in our work and the solutions to them through
studying Chairman Mao's "On Contradiction" and were
thus able to transform spiritual forces into material
ones.

All this has given me a deep understanding that
I must study Chairman Mao's
writings seriously, that I should study them with a
as a revoiutionary cadre

problem in mind, and look

in them for the strength to

find the solution. For these writings are

powerful
ideoiogical weapons with which to transforrrr both the
subjective and objeetive world.
Peking Reuietr, No.
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Giving Prominenoe to Politics ls Fundamental
To ilaking (lur Gultural Team Function llell
Follouing i.s sn abridgeil translation oJ an article bg th.e sea-borne cultural
teom under the Conton Comrnand of the Chinese People's Liberation Armg published in "liefangjun Bao" (Liberotion Army Daily) on May 23 with the accomponyhg editot's note. Ed.

-

Twenty-four yeors ogo todoy, Choirmon Moo delivered his Talks at the Yenan Forum
on Literature anil Art (see Peking Rear.ew, No. 28). This greot work ond On Neuu Dem.ocracA, On the Correct Handling of Corfiradictiorus Amorry the People ond Speech at
the Chinese Commun"ist PartE's Nqtionnl Conference on Propaganda Work ore the most
complete, comprehensive ond, systemotic historicol summories of the struggle between the
tv;o lines on the culturol front. They ore the most recent summories of the historicol experience of the movements for revolutionory ideology ond literoture ond ort in Chino ond
other countries. They represent o new development of the Morrist-Leninist world outlook
ond theory on literoture ond ort, os well os the supreme directive for our work in litero-

'.

ture ond ort.
The literory ond ort work of our People's Liberotion Army, under the leodership ond' ottention of the Communist Porty's Centrol Committee qnd Choirmon Moo. hos o glorious
trodition. Especiolly since Comrode Lin Pioo took chorge of the work of the Militory Cornmission of the Porty's Centrol Committee, greot ottention hos been poid to corrying out
Choirmon Mqo's policy on literoture ond ort ond mony importont directives hove been
given for our literory ond ort work.
The "Resolution Concerning the Strengthening of Politicol ond ldeologicol Work in
tlie Armed, Forces" odopted ot the Enlorged Session of the Militory Commission of the
Porty's Centrol Committee in 1960, further defined thot the literory ond ort work of our
ormed forces "should be closely linked with the tosks qnd the ideologicol stote of the
ormed forces, serve the purposes of developing proletorion ideology ond eliminoting bourgeois ideology ond of consolidcting ond enhoncing combot strength."
During the post two yeors, the People's Liberotion Army, following Choirmon Moo's
teochings ond the instructions of the Militory Commission of the Porg's Centrol Committee
ond Comrode Lin Pioo, hos given prominence to politics ond persisted in the "four firsts."*
As o result, on excellent situotion hos emergeC in the literory ond ort work of our ormed
forces.

A mojority of the literory ond srt workers, creotively studying ond opplying Choirmon
Mqo's writings, hove gone to live ond work in compony units, villoges ond, foctories ond to
toke on octive port in the sociolist educotion movement. Developing the fine trodition of
the old Red Army, they hove orgonized mony culturol teoms which ore touring the frontiers
ond off-shore islonds to serve bosic level ormy units ond workers, peosonts ond soldiers.
ln the course of octuol revolutionary struggle, they hove identified themselves with the
workers, peosonts ond soldiers, remoulded their ideology, tempered their style of work ond
brought into ploy the militont role of literoture ond ort in serving proletorion politics, thus
moking them powerful weopons in the politicol work of the ormed forces.
ln this respect, the seo-borne culturol teom of the P.L.A, units under the Conton Commond is one oi the outstonding liteiory ond ort units of the People's Liberotion Army.
The orticle entitled "Giving Prominence to Politics ls Fundsmentol to Moking Our Culturol Teom Function Well" corried in our poper todoy, is o summing up of the experience
of this teom in working in literoture ond ort olong the line pointed out by Choirmon Moo
snd in struggling ogoinst oll sorts of bourgeois ideos over the post yeor.
Their experience is new proof thot, so long os we hold high the greot red bonner of
Mqo Tse-tung's thought, persist in the direction of serving the workers, peosonts ond
soldiers, persist in becoming one with them ond revolutionize our thinking, our ort ond
literoture will surely go on creoting ond odvoncing.
So long os we give prominence to politics ond creotively study ond opply
Choirmon Moo's works, we will be oble to keep our minds sound ond eyes keen so thot encroqchments by ony bourgeois snd revisionist ideos can be defeoted.
September 9,
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By giving prominence to politics, presenting o cleqr-cut viewpoint, -stressing in the first
ploce th-e breoking down of the old ond, in the course of doing so, building up the new, ond,
writing in o highly militqnt ond incisive style, this orticle is o stimuloting one with strong
ideologicol content ond militoncy. lt is worthwhile for oll literory ond ort workers, culturol
codres ond oll comrodes in our ormed forces to reod'it seriously.
At present, there is o vigorous upsurge in the greot sociolist culturol revolution. This
upsurge is pounding strongly ogoinst the decodent ideologicol ond culturol positions still
in ihe honds of the bourgeoisie ond feudol remnonts.
This struggle between the proletoriot ond the bourgeoisie is o very ocute ond complex
life-ond-deqth struggle. [t is on issue of prime importonce which concerns the destiny,
fuiure ond chorocter of the Porty ond stote os well os the world revolution.
We must hold still higher the greot red bqnner of Mqo Tse-tung's thought, use the
Tatks attheYenanForumonLiteruture and Art ond other writings os weopons, ond toke

on qctive port in the greot socislist culturol revolution.
We must resolutely crush the ottocks of bourgeois ond revisionist ideos on literoture ond
ort ond the so-colled literoture ond, ort of the 1930s, ond thoroughly eliminote this
onti-Porty, onti-sociolist blqck line which is diometricolly opposed to Mqc Tse-tung's
thought. We must resolutely defend the greot Moo,Tse-tung's thought, thoroughly implemenf the line he pointed out for ort ond literoture, ond wholeheortedly serve proletori,on politics, the workers, peosonts qnd soldiers, the consolidotion ond development of
the dictotorship o{ the proletoriot and the sociolist system, ond the consolidotion ond enJie[angjun Buo editor.
honcement of the fighting strength of our ormed forces.

-

YEAR has passed since the formation in March
1965 of our sea-borne cultural team under the
Canton Command of the P.L.A. During the past year,
we have through practice come to the deep reaiization
that to steadfastly give prominence to politics, resolutely
put Mao Tse-tung's thought in command over everything and resolutely put political and ideological work
first is fundamental if cultural teams are to work well.
The 21 members of our cultural "light cavalry"
come from nine units under the Canton Command cu1tural department. We have performersT cameramen and
personnel for repairing cinema projectors and supplying equipment and materials for cultural activities. For
most of the past year we have been active on our islands
in the South China Sea. While carrying out our tasks
of putting on performances, coaching, doing creative
work, serving the army units, and making surveys, we
have been steeling and remoulding ourselves.
Our sea-borne cultural team has met with success
and been welcomed by the broad masses of commanders
and fighters in the armed forces because it has seriously
foilowed Chairman Mao's directives, giving prominence
to politics, going to the basic units and providing wholehearted service to the great majority of the people.
However, the process of giving prominence to politics is one of repeated practice, repeated cognition, repeated struggle, of continualiy raising standards and of
continually going deeper. In order to raise high the
great red banner of Mao Tse-tung's thought and to take

part actively in the great socialist culturai revolution,
*

The "four firsts" are: First place must be given to
man in handling the relationship between man and
weapons; to political work in handling the relationship between political and other work; to ideological work in
relation to other aspects of political work; and, in ideologicai work, to the ideas currently in a p,erson's mind as
distinguished from ideas in books.
- ?r.
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we recently used the brilliant works of Chairman Mao
on literature and art to examine our year's work and
launched a big debate cenired on the relationship between politics and work. Below are the main points
nhich we have learnt over the past year.
The Culturol Teom ls q Produet of Applying
Moo Tse-tung's Thinking on Literqture ond Art
And on lmportont Meqsure for Culturol Workers
To Resolutely Corry Out the Five-Point Principle
For Giving Prominence to Politics
TYf HY was the cultural team formed? What sort o.[
W cultural team was it to be? What must be relied on
to form this cultural team? These were questions we

often met during the year. To answer them we had to
look back over the road our army's literary and art
work had travelled. In the years of war, our army's
literary and art workers, following the teachings of
Chairman Mao, kept to the line of serving the workers,
peasants and soldiers, and persevered in the road of
integrating with them. In so doing, not only were the
weapons of literature and art used directly in the struggle but a great number of revolutionaries were trained.
However, after the nationrvide liberation and our
writers and artists entered the cities, some were corrupted by bourgeois ideology. They cast aside the
militant style of proletarian literature and art, and developed a hankering for comfort and ease, for fame and
material gain. Their viewpoint of serving the workers,
peasants and soldiers gradually faded and they slowly
reached a point relatively some distance away from the
army. They forgot the great majority of the people and,
apart from specializing in a certain field of work, cared
littie about othe.r' matters, in particular paying little attention to politics. This in fact was a reflection of the
sharp class struggle on the cultural front within our
army. It was the big question of whether or not to carry
out Mao Tse-tung's line on literature and art.
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To solve these questions, it was necessary to use
Mao Tse-tung's thought to re-educate the cadres engaged
in literary and art rvork and to reorganize the ranks of

literary and art u,orkers. First of all, great ernphasis
had to be placed on giving prominence to politics and
clarifying r,vhat we were mainly to rely on in estabiishing an army of literary and art workers. To rely on
politics or on professional work? It was necessary to
repeatedly solve the question of whom rve were to
serve and for whom we were to raise standards. In
our thinking about creative work, in the organizational
line, and in the style of work, it was necessary to adhere firmly to the principle of the proletarian Party
spirit and oppose the corrupting influence of bou,rgeois
ideology. The Generai Political Department of the Peop1e's Lib,eratioir Army directed that those working in
the fields of literature, art and sports in our army
should organize cultural teams to go to the companies.
It clearly stated that it was not for a few people to go
but that all must go; that it was not to be of a here
today, gone tcmorrow nature but was to be for long
terms. This w-as a revclntionary measure. This type
of organizational form itself cietermined that u,r'iters
and artists must go to the grass-roots and serve the
great majority of people, that they were to be propagators of Mao Tse-tung's thought and servants of the
workers, peasants and soldiers.
Considered from the objective reality, with the
deep-going development of the socialist revolution, the
struggle on the ideological front to promote what is
proletarian and eradicate u,hat is bourgeois has become
sharper than ever, the needs of the workers, peasants
and soldiers in the cultural field have become more
urgent, and a movement to popularize culture and art
has begun to make its appearance. In the past few'
years, due to the care and attention of the Military
Commission of the Party's Central Committee and
Comrade Lin Piao, a very good situation has developed
in the cultural work of our army. If our literary- and
art w-orkers sti1l stayed in the cities and rvere carried
away by staging big dramas and did not, in the first
place, put more time and their main energy into going
deep among the masses of workers, peasants and soldiers
and serving the great majority of the people, they would
lag behind in the era of the great socialist cultural
revolution and would commit mistakes on matters of
orientation.

Therefore, we believe that the cultural team has
been produced through the application oT Mao
Tse-tung's thought in literature and art. It is a product

of the deepening of the socialist cultural revolution and

of giving prominence to politics. It has developed as
a result of adhering to the laws governing the grov",th
of socialist literature and art, and meeting the needs of
strengthening preparedness against war. It is an important measure for the literary and art u,orkers to carry
out the five-point principle for giving prominence to
politics lsee Peking Reuiew, No. 49, 1965], put the campaign for "four-good" companies on a solid basis, and
strengthen preparedness against war.
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What is the significance of organizing the cultural
team? Our understanding of this is:
A Good Form for Carying Out Mao Tse-tung's
Line on Literature and Art and Serving the
Soldiers on the Broadest Scale. Chairman Mao taught

us that in literature and art the "question of 'for
it is a question of principle."
As early as L942, Chairman lfao clearly pointed
out that "aII our literatur-e and art are for the
masses of the people, and in the fir.'st place for the
lvorkers, peasants and soldiers: ihel- ar-e created for the
urorkers, peasants and soldiers and ai-e ior their use."
In the case of the army, the great majorit:,' of the people are in the companies and the basic urriis. Cu-ltural
workers in the army must therefore turn to the comrvhom?' is fundamental:

panies and go deep among the basic units. Onl1' thus
can they be said to be catering to the great majorit-v of
the cadres and fighters and to have found the main
audi,ence they should s,erve. With its compact size and

high mobility, the cultural team can go to the most
d-ifficult and most remote places ar-rd perform for audiences which have as ferv as three or five people. It
causes little trouble to the army units.and brings many
benefits to them. It can meet the many-sided cultural
needs of the army units and promote the cultural activities of the company units.
Best Able to Carry On and Develop the Glorious Tradition oI Propaganda Teams of the Old Eed Army. The
glorious tradition of the propaganda teams of the old
Red Army was to give prominence to politics, become
revolutionized and militant, act firrnly in accordance
lvith Mao Tse-tung's thought, rvolk neither for fanre
nor material gain. fear neither hardship nor sacrifice,
and rvork s,holeheartedl5' r'or the revclutionary war.
The path of the old Red Army's propaganda teams was
the glorious road of developing socialist literature and
art. It q-as a road heading for communism. The cu1tural team is following in the footsteps of the old Red
Army's propaganda teams and is developing and raising standards in the new conditions. Marching forward
along this road, it will never become separated from
the workers, peasants and soldiers and wili never lose
its bearings.
An Important Means for Catrying Out the Five-Point
Principle for Giving Prominence to Polities in Cultural
Work. The five-point principle Comrade Lin Piao put
forward for giving prominence to politics is a long-term
programme for building our army and is good for a
hundred, a thousand and even ten thousand years. It
is the general principle guiding the work of the whole
army and is the army's general tasks. Cultural work is
no exception. Comrade Lin Piao has said long ago that
"the army's literary and art work is one of the main
instruments for strengthening the army's revolutionization, grasping ideas currently in a person's mind and
doing ideological work." To grasp well ideas currently in
a person's mind, the army's literary and art work must
propagandize Mao Tse-tung's thought in a timely, vivid
and graphic way; and must, while being closely linked
with the tasks of the army units, speedily reflect real
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life, produce and present items and performances about
good people and good deeds on a large scale, boost
morale and strengthen fighting will. In the basie units
the cultural team was often writing, rehearsing and
staging shorvs simultaneously and was therefore able
to carrl' out its tasks in good time.
An Important Measure for Strengthening Preparedness
Again5l TFar in Cultural Departments. At present all
'r',-oi'k in our army is aimed at preparedness against war
irl orCer to smash U.S. imperialist aggression. Cultural
n-crk. therefore, must, on the one hand, use the weatrF
ons of literature and art to propagandize preparedness
against war, and it must, on the other, in organizational
forms and in the methods of carrying out its activities,
adapt to the requirements of a u,ar environment. The
cultural team r.vas organized with an eye to the needs
of actual war conditions and this is one of the best
t,ays to train the army of cultural workers. The
heightening of their understanding of preparedness
against war helps them to overcome ideas of seeking
ease and comfort, fear of hardships and difficulties,
and deterioration of fighting spirit, and enables them
to see clearly the forms of class struggle, and prevent
a "peaceful evolution." When war comes, they will be
able to most effectively throw themselves into the task
of serving the needs of war.
An Important Method for Leading Organizations to
Give Direct Guidanee to Cultural lVork in the Companies. As the cultural team is able to go deep among
the basic units, have broad contacts and establish close
ties with the army units, it can discover problems on
the spot, mirror and solve them in a timely manner and
help overcome bureaucracy and promote the revolutionization of the office work. It can also train large
nurn ers of key literarly and art workers in the company units.
Integration of Liierary and Art lYorkers With Workers,
Peasants and Soldiers llemoulds ldeology and Pronrotes

Eevolutionization. Only by integrating rvith the v,'orkers, peasants and soldiers can literary and ari workers
overcome all sorts of non-proletarian ideas, firmty
establish the proietarian lvorld outlook, understand and
familiarize themselves with those they serve, and do
their work w'e11. The cultural team is able to have wide
contacts with the fighters, serve them and at the same
time draw "treasures" from them; it is both the fighters'
servant and pupil. This helps the literary and art
',r.'orkers to gradually become one with the workers,
peasants and soldiers in thought and feeling, promotes
their ideological revolutionization, helps them to overcome thirst for fame and material gain, or fioating about
at the top and being isolated from the masses, and
other such bourgeois ideas and styles of work. It also
helps to eradicate the roots that engender revisionism.
A School of Eevolution Which Tempers People in an
All-Bound Way, Raises Their Professional Proficieney,
And Trains Eed Sueeessois on the Cultural Frent. As
the opportunity for pracl.iee is greatly increased the
abiiity of all can b,e brought into full play and the question of raisir-ig standards can be solrred in the correct
direction. What is particularly important is that after
30

literary and art workers go deep into real life they show
more cbncern for class struggtre and have greater love
for heroes. Some recent graduates from art institutes
have said with deep feeling: On the broad stage of
serving the soldiers, one can compietely sweep away
the negative "foreign, famous and classrcal" influences
and acquire revolutionary, true ability.
A Good Form for Making Creative lYork Flourish. As
the members of the cultural team go deep into life, come
into contact with a great number of good people and
good deeds, and have a strong urge for creative work,
they have only to seriously employ the three-in-one
method
the leadership, professional personnel
(writers,- artists, members of the song and dance troupes,
film actors, etc.) and the masses (those taking part in
spare-time creative work and other cultural activities)
working together put forward by Comrade Lin
- to promote a flourishing of
Piao to be able
creative work. At the same time, as writers
and performers live together - sometimes the
performer is a-lso the writer
all have the same comquickly u'ritten, remon feelings. Scripts are more
hearsed and performed. Since many mental restrictions

can thus be broken and an end be put to the awe the
masses had for creative art work, the number of creative art workers can be expanded. This is a rvay for
deveiopment of creative art work with greater, faster,
better and more economical results and enabies creative works in literature and art to develop along a
healthy line.

To Run the Cutturot Teom Well Entoils
Struggle Between Proletcrion qnd Bourgeois
World Outlook

4rgelRirtaN MAo has said: "History tells us that

U correet political and military lines do not emerge
and develop spontaneousiy and tranquilly, but only in
the course of struggle." Our practice in the past year
similarly confirms this brilliant thesis of Chairman Mao.
Using Mao Tse-tung's thought as the weapon, the seaborne cultural team has advanced in continuous struggles against mistaken views.both within and outside
the team. These views may be summed up in the following three questions.
First, the Question of \Yhorn lVe Are Serving. Our proletarian revolutionary literature and art serves the
broad masses of workers, peasants and soldiers. AIthough some people pay lip-service to the principle,
they often forget this most fundamental guide in their
actual work. Bourgeois ideas always seek every chance
to corrode our literary and art ranks, stubbornly uphold their positions and pit themselves against the proletarian line on literature and art. Certain comrades
have often been misled by bourgeois ideas and sometimes they have even lost their bearings and rvavered
in varying degrees. The questions we frequently come
across are:
Some persons said: "Cultural teams are the coneern

of only a section of literary and art workers, vrho pave
the way for the remainder to develop eonsiderably
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their own special lines. It is the latter who are taking
the main road."
What is the main road? If going to the grass-roots
and serving the majority is not taking the main road,
what kind of "main road" is one taking when one floats
on the surface and raises one's standards behind closed
doors? We "pave the way" to let them develop their
"special lines." For whom do these "special lines"
serve? We are not against raising the standards of one's
special line. However, it must be aimed at implement-

I
I
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I
I
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ing better the Party's policy on literature and art and
serving better the workers, peasants and soldiers. If
one departs from this aim, seeks fame and material gain,
is unwillirrg to go to the grass-roots, and lingers around
the city even when one does go down to an army company, one's problem of correct orientation cannot be
solved. Some comrades, because they thought they had
not achieved anything outstanding in the past few years,
u'ere deteitnined to fight a "battle to turn over." BLrt
u,hy this need to "turn over"? "Turn" what "over"?
How can one ''turn over"? All these things are not c1ear.
Unless these people set a correct direction to folloll' and
turn themselves to face the companies, the5r can never
turn over.
Some said: "Though we have been cited, in my
mind I alwavs feel we are inferior to the others."
We live on the frontier sea islands for months and
years. The soldiers look upon us as the most welcome
people and call us "propagators of Mao Tse-tung's
thought" and "people who serve the soldiers." What
magnificent appraisals! To whom arre we inferior? Those
harping on this tune are still comparing us with the
"specialists" who are divorced from the masses, and
what they compare are the skills. This represents a
wavering in the orientation. Our work is not "inferior"
and what is wrong is that their thinking is incorrect.
Some people said: "To place good actors in the
cultural team is a waste of talent."
Then, what should these actors do? This vien'looks
down on the rvorkers, peasants and soldiers as if they
can be served in a casual way. The fundamental thing
is forgotten. We are not a spiritual aristocracy, but
revolutionary fighters of literature and art. When divorced from serwice to the workers, peasants and
soldiers, no matter how excellent are one's o'ta1ents,"
rnhat is the use? When one deviates from the correct
political direction, the more skilful one becomes, the
worse may be the effects. Chairman Mao has taught
us: "If he regards himself as their [the masses] master,
as an aristocrat who lords it over the 'lower orders,'
then, no matter horv talented he may be, he will not
be needed by the masses and his w-ork will have no
future."
Some considered: "The grass-roots are all right for
becoming politically advanced, but not professi.onally
proficient. Standards can be raised faster at home lhan
in the army units."
First, this view fails to see that politics commands
all. Second, it does not make it clear that raising
standards means first of all raising one's ideology. Only
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when one can successfully pass any stiff test in ideology
in his work. One comrade in
our team studied abroad for six years. What she learnt
rtas not Mao Tse-tung's thought on iiterature and art,
but some foreign dogmas. Service to the workers, peas-

can one do the same

ants and soldiers was forgotten. Neither could she
sing. During the past year she took active steps to
temper herself in the basic army units, seriously studied
Chairman Mao's works and learnt from soldiers who
had armed themselves with Mao Tse-tung's thought. As
a result she regained her artistic vigour. Besides singing
songs for the soldiers, which were warmly received,
she also took part in dancing, recitation by one or more
persons and performed items she .airote herself. She said

lvith deep feeling: In the past years I rvas in a boat
without a rudder. drifting any',vhere. I practised every
day but it didn't get me anl-'*;her-e. A three-month
tour to the islands \ras more valuable than siud;-ing for
ten years. She u,as quite right. Skill consists of no
more than the ability to knorv and portray life. Therefore, we cannot raise the standards of our ll,ork behind
closed door-s. We must p deep into life, identify ourselves rr'ith the r*'orkers, peasants and soldiers and raise
the standard of our work in the course of serving
them. The aim of raising the standa.rd of our work is
not to gain fame or become specialists for our
own sakes, it is to serve the soldiers better.
Our practice in the past year also fully bears out
the following: While we were r,vorking at the grassroots level, our basic skills were consistently maintained.
Moreover, owing to the need of giving performances
every day and turning everyone into a leading actor,
our potential was tapped to the fu1l, all-round tempering
was achieved and the level of our specialties generally
r.ras raised. A dancer in our team. rl-hc had performed
dance roritines rrorked oui b5- others for rnore than a
CecaCe. de:igied da::ces herselJ. took up singing songs
anC tr-::ote r',-orCs for certain songs. A rcusician rvho had
never before s'ritten a tune, in six months composed
five musical items reflecting the reality of life in the
army u-nits. Besides, his performance has improved
considerably. One actor joine.d our team immediately
after he had graduated from school. Besides reciting
poems and doing recitations with others, he took part
in singing songs and dancing, learnt how to show films
and lantern slides, and wrote words for songs and plays.
A11 these fully prove that it is the cultural team going
clown deeply to the grass-roots which makes our best
art school, and that as long as we establish the thought
of wholeheartedly serving the soldiers, we can become
politically advanced at the grass-roots level and at the
Second, the Question of Using What to Serve the Work:
ers, Feasants and Soldiers. Chairman N{ao said: "Popularize what is needed and can be readily accepted by the
feudal landiord class? Popularize what is needed and

can be readily accepted by the bourgeoisie? Popularize
rvhat is needed and can be readily accepted by the pettybourgecis intellectuals? No, none of these will do. We
must popularize only what is needed and can be readily
3I

accepted

by the workers, peasants and soldiers them-

selves."

What is needed most and most readily accepted by
the workers. peasants and soldiers? From a thousand
Ietters we got from the army units we know: It is that
which prcpagates Mao Tse-tung's thought and sings the
praises of the great Party, the great leader, the great
state. the great people and the great army; that which
is dosely integrated with the tasks of the army units,
quickly reflects the reality and firmly grasps the ideas
currently existing in men's minds; that which spreads
knowledge of good persons and good deeds and praises
heroes; that which propagates socialist revolution and
socialist construction; that which is short, exquisite and
lively; that which possesses the spirit of the army units.
On the question of what to use to serve the workers.
peasants and soldiers, there are also constant struggles.

Which corles first, the political

or the artistic

criterion?

When individual comrades just transferred from
the song and dance troupes first see our performances
portraying life in the army units, they are inclined to
conclude: the leve1 is not high. We should not accept
this view without analysis. We consider the political
criterion still comes first and the artistic criterion second. We know the level of our performances is not
high because we are deeply aware that we are still
unable to reflect vividly a life which is rich and colourful and filled with struggle or to portray profoundly
the lofty thought and sentiments of heroic fighters.
However, some people criticized our level "as not being
high," seeing only that our singing was not good, our
actions were not uniform and our skills were not so
highly developed. They said nothing about the political content. This, in essence, raises doubts about the
the road of giving
significance of the road we take
prominence to politics. It cannot- be lightly regarded.
Neither can we appraise an item purely by the hand
claps received. What we seek is not simply an effect,
but educational value. We should follow Chairman
Mao's directive, achieving "the unity of revolutionary
poiitical content and the highest possible perfection of
artistic form."
In appraising a work or performance, whose words
s6unf
the smali number of "specialists" or the broad
- of workers, peasants
masses
and soldiers? There are
some comrades, who, just like those Chairman Mao has
criticized, do not in theory or in words regard. the
masses of workers, peasants and soldiers as less'important than the petty-bourgeois intellectuals. However, "in practice, in action, do they regard petty-bourgeois intellectuals as more important than workers,
peasants and soldiers? I think they do." Doesn't the
same thing happen among our ranks? Why did we feel
nervous in performing for the professional organizations? When ine were commended by certain "specialists," some ccmrad-es thought r,r,e had met someone who
really "appreciated" us and felt delighted. Upon hearing their criticisms, however. these comrades became
discouraged and wavered. Since we serve the workers,
2a

peasants and soldier.s, we should seek among them those
who appreciate us. Comrade Ho Lung's directive to us

should be firmly remembered: "What the soldier masses
Iike is best."
personal interest or the
From where to start
- our
needs of the masses?
AI1 our activities should proceed from "thinking
what the company thinks." If what we think does not
match what it thinks, this shows our thinking and
feeiings have still not been icientified with those of the
workers, peasants arrd soldiers and our hearts differ
from theirs. Why should a person stress that because
he is a folk-song singer he should not sing marching
songs? Why doesn't the creation proceed from the needs
of the army units, but from one's own interest? Ail this
Cemonstrates that the questions of whom to serve and
rvith rvhat to serve have not been solved. We have
learnt similar lessoi-rs in our coaching or lr'hen we rendered other services. \Vhen 1-ou teach a soldier to play
Fine Et;ening, he does not like it. He likes to play
Singing a Song to the Partg. You want to take a
picture of a soldier against a background of the sea, but
he prefers to be seen with trees and rocks. The trees
were planted by him and rocks symbolize the dauntless
spirit of soldiers guarding the islands. Only when we
understand the masses and become familiar with them
in these respects, can we do a good job.
Third, the Question of EIow to Serve. We have consistently followed the organizational form and working
method of "having a small team with picked members
who not only specialize in one line but are versed in
other skills, keeping performance as the main task whiie
rendering other services." This form is created under
the guiding idea of "thinking what the company thinks,
giving priority to what it urgently wants and helping
it to meet its needs." In order to persist in doing so, the
following questions must be made clear.
' To start from reality or empty talk?
Some comrades who do not know how our team
has been built up feel that our actors are not on a uniform level and there are not many "outstanding" ones.
To make such a demand is just empty talk, divorced
from reality. Of course, we hope all the 21 members
of the team will become "outstanding" in their service
to soldiers. But where can they come from? From the
sky? Impossible. To train them by ourselves? The time
is too short. We should remember that this is the group
of comrades who have been welcomed by the army
units and commended by the higher organs. Does this
cause us to think more deeply? Isn't their revolutionary
hard-working spirit worthy of being upheld by us aIl
the time?
Which is better, large items or small items?
Individual comrades arbitrarily said that the
soldiers liked big items. These comrades did not have
much to support their argument. We can cite large
numbers of letters from the soldiers to show what the
army units like.
As a matter of fact, things must be divided up as
primary and secondary. In the past few years there
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were not too few, but too many, big programme items;
the occasions when teams went down to the grass-roots,
however, were not too many but too few. Then, isn,t
it very necessary to call in a loud voice for people to
go to the grass-roots and serve the majority? Can we
reverse the question by asking: As fighters on the iiterary and art front serving the soldiers, how can they
remain unconcerned and undisturbed when the companies cannot see a performance for a long time? Every
day we talk about "integrating the big, medium-sized
and small items while stressing the medium-sized and
small ones." But why can't this be carried out properly?
The main reason is the lack of real determination to
go down to the basic army units where the performance
of medium-sized and small items has to be stressed.
If a team really tours the sea islands, the frontiers and
all the sentry posts, large items are quite out of the
question because there are not only no stages but even
no proper places in which to live.
Chairman Mao has taught us: "A thing is good
only when it brings real benefit to the masses of the
people. Your work may be as good as 'The Spring
Snow,' but if for the time being it caters only to the
few and the masses are still singing the 'Song of the
Rustic Poor,' you will get nowhere by simply scolding
them instead of trying to raise their level." Then, if
you really want to go to the basic units, it is better to
perform the short plays and sing the short songs which
the army company needs!
To specialize in one line and be versed in other
skills, or to concentrate on one thing?
Why do we advocate the idea of specializing in one
line while being versed in other skills? The aim is to
give :better service to the soldiers. This is also a landmark in ideological revolutionization. Why can't the set
ideas about specialization be broken down? To come to

the rcot cause, it is because one fears the ,.other skills,,
will affect the "specialized line" and prevent one from
becoming an expert. Judged by our practice, we have

not only learnt many new skills which can be used to
serve the soldiers, but have raised tremendously the
level of the original specialized lines. As different
branches of art are mutually linked and can promote
each other, a deeper and broader fcundation proves of
great help in developing one's special line.
The ab,ove-mentioned points are some of the problems we have come across in the past year. They
prove that the process of persisting in the direction of
literature and art serving the workers, peasants and
soldiers constitutes a process in which the proletar-ian
world outlook waged prolonged and repeated struggles
against the bourgeois world outlook. The cultural team
is a nerv thing. There are two different attitudes torvards it some say "It's fine" and others say "It's
terrible." -This is a reflection of class struggle. Just as
Lenin said in "A Great Begiitning": "Jeering at the
feebleness of the young shoots of the new order, cheap
seepticism of the intellectuals and the Uke
these are,
essentialiy, methods of class struggle of the- bourgeoisie
against the proletariat, a defence of capitalism against
socialism."

Therefore, we must know that to run the cultural
team weII is itself an ideological revolution and an
artistic revolution. The fundamental things necessary
to run it well are to give prominence to politics, take
Mao Tse-tung's thought as the weapon, take class struggle as the key link and promote man's revolutionizatron.
We will continue to run the cultural team and rl'e mu:i
always give prominence to poiiiics anri again and again
solve the question of rrhom to serve ancl hon- to serve
them.

(To be continued.)

Ceylon Communist Porty Decides to Actively
Promote the Study of Chsirmon Mso's Works
The decision soys: "Our Porty must roise still higher ond hold still more firmly the
invincibte banner of Morxism-Leninism ond the teochings of Mqo Tse-tung."

On August 29 "Kamkarutaa" (Labour) and
"Tolilalii' (Worker), journals of the Ceglon Communist Partg, published the decision of the Central Committee oJ the Ceglon Communisl Partg enti,tled "Promote the Study of the Thought oJ Mao Tse-tung."
Folloraing is the full tert of the decision.-Ed.
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meeting of the Central Committee of the Ceyion
l-tHE
r Communist Party on August 2L, 1966, decided to
actively promote among all members of the Party and
its supporters the study of the teachings of the great
Ieader of the Communist Party of China and the
September
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leader of the world revolutionary movement, Comrade
Mao Tse-tung.
Comrade Mao Tse-tung is not only the greatest
living Marxist-Leninist. He is also a creative MarxistLeninist who had applied the teachings of Marx and
Lenin to the specific conditions existing in China. The
Chinese revolution owes its success to the genius and
guidance of Mao Tse-tung. His teachings and u,ritings
during the course of guiding the protracted Chinese
revolution have now come to be known as the thought
of Mao Tse-tung rvhich is the application of MarxismJJ

Leninisrn to the era of the final collapse of worlci imperialism, the era of the victory of world revolution.
These teachings of lVlao Tse-tung are a guide not
only to the peopie of China but to all oppressed peoples
struggling for iheir liberation. They are also a gulde
to the sl.r-uggle in Ceyion for the defeat of foreign imperialism, feudalism and the comparador bourgeoisie
represented by the United National Party.
Ttre Central Committee, therefore, draws the attention of aItr its members to the necessity to study more
intensively the teachings of Mao Tse-tung. It instructs
the Political Bureau to organize special classes on the
study of Mao Tse-tung's rvorks for all its ieading cadres.
It further instructs the Political Bureau to take all
necessary sieps to translate immediately as many of the
important articles of Mao Tse-tung as possible into Sinhalese and Tamil.
With the long-range perspective of translating into
Sinhalese and Tamil the Se.lected \Yorks of Mao Tse-tung,
the Centrai Commitlcc dccides to set up a special commil.tee to unclertake this task.

Finally, the Central Committee warns that it is
precisely at -rhe hour when world imperialism headed
by U.S. imper-iaiism laces its final doom that it wlil
call up its Jinal reser:ve from within the working-class
movement itself. This final reserve of rvorl.d imperialisrn is mociern revisionism tvhich is today busy undermining the unity of the rror'ld revolutionary movement
and attracting wavering eiemenis to its side and away
from the revolutionary struggle agains'u world imperialism. That a rotting tree needs a prop is not a sign of
its strength but of its rveakness. Cutting off the prop
is a necessary step to bring the tree dorvn.
Therefore, it is precisely at this hour that lr,e shor:ld
be resolute in chopping off the props that seek to keep
world imperialism alive, as a step towards the destruction of world imperialism itself. We must be vigilant
against the attempts of the ciass enemy to subvert us
from within. We must be resolute in our struggle
against modern revisionism. Our Party must raise still
higher and hold sti1l more firmly the invincible banner
of Marxism-Leninism and the teachings of Mao
Tse-tung.

Whom Does the Indonesion
Right-Wing Serye?
by OBSEEVER
Righi-wing military regime in Indonesia has
THE
r recentl5, ganged up openly with the neo-colonialist

brain-child "Malaysia" by concluding with it a so-called
"agreement to normalize relations between the two
countries" and cieclaring an end to confrontation. This
is a big beirayal, on the part of the Indonesian Rightw-ing military regime, of the Indonesian people's interests; it is big treachery to the Afro-Asian people's
cause of unity against imperialism; and it is another
glaring exposure of the reactionary features of the Indonesian Right-wing generals' clique which has hired
itself out to U.S. imperialism.
Confrontation with "Malaysia" has been a glorious,
militant banner of the Indonesian people in their struggle against imperialism and colonialism. This is not
only a struggle for the defence of Indonesia's national
interests and against the imperialist military enci.rclement of Indonesia; it is aiso a powerful support for the
national-liberation movement in Southeast Asia, esp€cially the struggle of the people of North Kalimantan
for national independence. The British and U.S. imperialists and their accomplices have tried in a thousand and one ways to strangle the Indonesian people,s
confrontation rvith "Malaysia." But the Indonesian
people have courageously persisted in this struggle and
have thus won the praise and sympathy of the people
of Asia, Africa and the rest of the world.
,)a

Since the clique of Indonesian Right-r,ving generals
launehed its counter-revolutionary military coup, it has

established military fascist rule at home, and it has
set up the most reactionary cabinet since Indonesia's
independence. In a felv months, it massacred hundreds
of thousands of peopie, threw a still greater number
into pt'ison and b,rutally persecuted nllmerous patriots.
Its bloody rule over the Indonesian people has no
parallel in their history. In foreign relations, it has
been rabidly carlying out an anti-Chinese and antiChina campaign. At the sarne time, it has undisguisedly
become more and more dependent on U.S. imperiaiism
and, step by step, subordinated Indonesia politically,
economically and militarily to U.S. imperialism's
strategic designs in Asia.
It has begged "aid" from the United States, Britain,
Japan and other countries. In addition to giving it
loans directly, U.S. i.mperialism has also manoeuvred to
provide it with tens of millions of dollars of "emergency
aid" through the Sato government of Japan. The Sato
government also plans to form a "Tokyo club" with
the participai;ion of the United States, Britain, West
Germany and other countries as an international agency
for "aid" to the Indonesian reactionaries. The nrodern
revisionist clique, with the leadership of the C.P.S.U. as
its centre, has also iost no time in declai-ing that it will
give "aid" to Indonesia.
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Sanmurgathasan

on lndonesian Revolution

The lndonesion revolution will rise ogoin ond ultimctely triumph.
Events in lndonesio show thot peocelul trsnsition is o revisionist pipe-dreom.

HE Indonesian revolution will rise again and ultimately triumph, says N. Sanmugathasan, Member
of the Political Bureau and of the Secretariat of the
Central Con-rmittee of the Ceyion Comn-runist Party,
in an article printed in Kamkarutuo and Talilali,
weeklies of the Party. on August 22.
The article stressed: ''Where there is repression
there will be revolt. That is a lan' of natur:e."
It said that it is a temporary retreai for the Indonesian re!'olution and ihat the Indonesian Rightwing militar-v r€gime's brutalit-r and its resort io
fascist dictatorship is a sigrr, not of its st!'ength, but
of its r,r'eakness - its inability to continue io got'ern
through the deceit of so-called parlia:neatary

The events in Indonesia once again demonstrate
the truth that the reactionaries will never permit the
working class to come to power Lry peacelul rneans.
Peaceful transition is a revisior-rist pipe-dream, it
added.

Suharto's power derives solely from the brute
force of the army he commands. The so-called
"popular" demonstrations organized by the Indonesian
it said. Parliament and parIiamentary institutions are only a thin veil that hides
the naked dictatorship of capital '"r,hich r:ests prin-

army deceived no one,

cipalll- on the armed forces,

U.S. imperialism has norv shifted the rveight of its
strategic deployment from Europe to Asia. It has tried
hard to organize a new' anti-communist alliance in Asia
with Japanese miiitarism as the nucleus in order to
tighten its eordon around Cirina. While widening its
war ol aggression against Vietnam, it is also stepping
up its military deployment for the suppression of the
national-liberation movement in Asia. It is against this
backg::ound that the Indonesian Right-wing military
reg'ime has announced the end of the confr.ontation
struggle with "Malaysia" and is energetically plotting
a Southeast Asia anti-communist alliance. Recently, the
Indonesian Right-wing luling ciique went so far as to
discuss with "Malaysia" and agree to the establishment

of a "joint cornmission to rieal with defence and security." Obviously, the spearhead of this so-called
"joint defence" is directed against the liberation strugg1e of the North Kalirnantan people. The Indonesian
Right-w-ing military regime is now turning its guns
against the Indanesian people's brothers who have
Septentber 9, 1966

stated.

(Hsinhua ]\-eus :lgencA, Septernber

democracy.

Since the Indonesian Right-wing generals' clique
usurped power, it has clamoured for "improvement of
relations" with the United States and for "return to
the United Nations." What warranis particular attention is that in the past few months it has increased
its eollaboration r{'ith the a.uthorities of "Malaysia,"
?hailand and the Philippines in an effort to organize
an anti-communist and anti-Chinese "alliance for cooperation among Southeast Asian countries" and to
serve openly U.S. imperialism's policies of aggression
and war.

it

1.)

fought side by side rvjth them against imperialism. This
is a monstrous crirne which the Indonesian people and
the revolutionary people of Southeast Asia r,.zilI never
forgive.

its seizure of power, the
Indonesian Right-rving miiitary regime has committed
many ertls in taiiing beh{rd U.S. imperialism. But it
has the eheek to assert time and again that it remains
,

In

less than a year since

anti-imperialist and anti-colonialist and is pursuing "an
independent and active foreign policy." This is sheer
humbug. Actually, this regime has become a new
lackey of imperialism for the suppression of the
national-liberation movement in Southeast Asia.
The Indonesian people have a glorious revolutionary tradition of anti-imperialism and anti-colonialismThey will never allo\,v a handful of reactionalies to drag
their couniry backrn,ards. They wili certainly rise up
and r'esist. Likewise, the revolutionary people of
Southeast Asia rviil never allow the Indonesian Rightists
to jecpardize the revoiutionary rcoverrlent in this
region. The savage attacks launched against the revolutionary masses by the imperialists ai-rd their lackeys
can only further promote the revolutionary awakening
of the peoples and stir up new, revolutionary, angry
waves. U.S. imperialism is already encircled ring upon
ring by the world's peopJ.e and is having a tougher and
tougher time. What good end can come to the Indonesian Right-wing military' regime r'vhich ties itself to
the war chariot of U.S. imperlalism?
("Renrnin Ribao," SePtember 6.)
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lndonesion Reoctionories Put
Around Their Necks

o Noose

No good end owoits those who hire themselves out to U.S. imperiolism, collude with Soviet revisionism ond oppose communisrn, Chino ond the people.

rftHE Right-wing military regime of Indonesia is openI ly pursuing a reactionary foreign policy of oppos:ng China by currying favour with the United States and
uniting with the Soviet Union and the reactionaries of

various countries.

In order to deceive both the people at home and
world opinion, the Indonesian Right-wing reactionary
military regime has been trying hard, ever since it
seized power, to conceal the fact that U.S. imperialism is
its boss. Of late, however, the words and deeds of the
United States and the Indonesian regime itself have
shown up the true reiationship between them. U.S.
Secretary of State Rusk has repeatedly and publicly
praised the anti-communist and anti-China activities of
the Indonesian regime and expressed "sympathy" with
its serious economic difficulties, prcmising it more "aid,"
The Indonesian Vice-Minister of Trade has been sent to
Washington to beg for more money.
At the instigation of U.S. imperialism. the reactionar-v- Right-rsing regime of Indonesia began by reaching
an agreement of reconciliation with "Malaysia," forsaking completely the Indonesian people's banner of confrontation with this product of neo-colonialism. Recently, it took a further step in colluding militarily with the
"Malaysian" authorities, offering to train officers for
"Malaysia" and indicating its readiness to carry .out
armed suppression jointly with "Malaysia" against the
people of Kalimantan. An Indonesian military delegation arrived in Kuala Lumpur on September 4 to discuss the formation of a joint military commission.
To serve the U.S. scheme of forming an anti-China
cordon, Indonesian Foreign Minister Malik went to
Bangkok last June to take part in the dirty job of planning an "alliance for co-operation" of Southeast Asian
countries. Replying to questions of U.S. newsmen, Suharto, chieftain of the Indonesian Right-rving military

clique, indicate'd recently that the Indonesian regime not
only wanted to bring into being the pet U.S. project for
a Malaya-Philippines-Indonesia federation; it also wanted to form a bigger federation including other neighbouring countries.
The Right-wing military clique has also served the
United States in its "peace talks" fraud on the Vietnam
question. In his joint statement with the Foreign Minister of Thailand, Malik has publicly approved the
proposal of Thailand, the Philippines and "Malaysia" to
convene a so-called Asian "peace" conference.
Kowtowing to the United States, the Indonesian
Right-wing military regime has energeticaliy set about
trying to re-enter the United Nations. It has recently
joined UNESCO (United Nations Edueational, Scientific
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and Cultural Organization). Malik announced that he
himself would go to the United States to attend the
U.N. General Assembly in mid-September. Buwono,
Indonesian Minister in Charge of Economic Affairs, has
already left for the United States for talks.
This reactionary regime and officials of the Soviet
modern revisionist leadership have repeatedly declared
their desire for "unity and co-operation." The propaganda machines of the two sides have time and again
praised each other's policies. Up-to-date Soviet weapol1s \,vere streaming into Indonesia when the Indonesian
Right-wing military clique usurped power and massacred the people in cold blood. In his speech in the Indonesian pariiament, Maiik praised the Soviet Union and
expressed "deep gratitude to the Soviet Union for its
aid."
Malik left Indonesia on September 2 lo visit Yugoslavia and other countries. His original plan was to go
to the Soviet Union and other Eastern European countries also, in order to discuss with the Soviet revisionist
leading clique the question of closer collaboration between the two sides.
The Indonesian reactionary regime has also increased its collaboration with the Japanese and Indian
reactionary governments * the United States' antiChina storm troopers in Asia.
In addition to promising a $30 million loan to Indonesia, the Sato government of Japan will hold a socalled "Tokyo club" (debtee countries' consortium)
meeting with the United States, Britain, West Germany
and six other countries to discuss "aid" to Indonesia.
When Malik arrived in India on September 3, an Indian
official spokesman said that his visit would help "establish close and friendly relations" between the two sides.
What warrants particular attention is that, while
using and abetting the Chiang Kai-shek brigands in carrying out the monstrous crime of brutally persecuting
overseas Chinese, the Indonesian Right-wing military
regime has increased secret contacts with the Chiang
Kai-shek clique for the purpose of establishing "diplomatic relations." A report from Taipei said that, for
this purpose, the "ambassador" of the Chiang Kai-shek
clique to Thailand recently had "indirect" and "highly
useful contacts" with Malik in Bangkok. The Indonesian authorities hoped that the Chiang Kai-shek cligue
would send its men to assist them in opposing communism and persecuting overseas Chinese. The extremely
hostile underhand activities of the Indonesian Rightwing military regime against China have fully revealed
it in its true.colours as a lackey of U.S. imperialism.
Peking Reui.eu, No.
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left Peking on September 4 for a instructions of its headquarters in
visit to Shanghai and other piaces Rome, at a time when imperialism
before leaving for home. Among u'as carrying out aggression against

off at the airport the Chinese people. Before liberaVice-Premier Chen Yi said: The was Kang Sheng, Member of the tion. the mission rn,orked in coilusion
Vietnamese people's struggie against Poiitical Bureau and of the Secre- with the reactionary ruling classes
U.S. aggression and for national tariat of the Central Committee of abroad and at home, conslstently
salvation is a great event that has the Chinese Communist Party.
took an antagonistic attitude towards
a vital bearing on the revolutionary
the Chinese people and tried to unOn August 27, Comrade Kang dermine the cause of the iiberation
struggle of the people of the whole
world against U.S. imperialism. The Sheng met and had a cordial talk of the Chinese peopie. After liberaattitude one adopts towards this with Comrade Grippa. Later, Ccm- tion, under the direc'rion of its Rome
struggle is the touchstone for dis- rade Kang Sheng gave a banquet in headquarters and un<ier the cloak of
tinguishing real from sham opposi- honour of Comrade Grippa and his religion, the mission useii the school
tion to imperialism and lor distin- wife, Nladeleine Grippa.
as a cover and secretly- collaborated
guishing Marxism-Leninism from
with a number of countei-rerrolurevisionism. If a socialist country
in the Catholic churches il
tionaries
People's
in
Chinese
only makes some gestures of oppos- Chonge
Peking,
Hopei,
Shansi, Inner IIonPolice Uniform
ing U.S. aggression against Vietnam
golia and Harbin, spied for informaand has never dared to expose and
With the approval of the State tion about China, printed reactionary
condemn the peace talks fraud of Council, changes in the uniform of
and sPread
U.S. imperialism, but has instead China's people's police, to be made documents, fabricated
flirted with U.S. imperialism and betrveen September 1 and L0, have rumours, instigated counter-revolutionaries to engage in plots to create
acted in co-ordination with it in
going on throughout the coun- riots and committed a series of acts
been
promoting the criminal activities of
The new uniform consists of an of sabotage seriously d-etrimental to
"forcing peace talks through bomb- try.
green jacket with dark blue China's sovereignty.
olive
ing," then this can only serve to exThe "Chiehfang" (Liberatrousers.
pose its ugly features of sham supDuring the present vigorous and
cap
with
a national flag insignia
tion)
port but real betrayal.
great proletarian cultural revolution,
is already being worn by the police, which is unprecedented in history'
The Vice-Premier went on to say:
together with a red badge on each the young Red Guards, armed rvith
China is a socialist country armed
side o{ the collar.
lVlao Tse-tung's thotrght and holding
with Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsealoft the great red banner of Mao
tung's thought. At present, a great
Tse-tung's thought. are su'eeping
proletaria4 cultural revolution, un- Peking Municipol People's
arra-'- the reactionarl' forces of improgless
precedented in history, is in
Council Bons Reoctionory
perialism and revisionism s'ith the
in China. This great cultural revFronciscoines Missionnqires
momentum of an avalarche and the
olution is being led by Chairman
de
Morie
force of a thunderbolt. Thel'no longer
Mao Tse-tung himself ; it is a great
creation in the communist moveThe Peking Municipal People's would permit the counter-revolutiongreat
creation in so- Council announced on August 26 the ary mission which served imperialment and a
great pro- banning of the Franciscaines Mis- ism to commit evil on Chinese terThis
cialist revolution.
letarian cultural revolution will sionnaires de Marie and took over ritory. On August 24, Red Guards
definitely exert a tremendous and the school, Sacre-Coeur, run by the from more than a dozen schools in
deep intluence on the Chinese rev- mission. The action was taken in re- Peking rose against the counterolution. Once they grasp Mao Tse- sponse to the demand of Peking's revolutionary mission. Their revolutionary action immediately won the
tung's thought, hundreds of millions
Red Guards and revolutionary masses most resolute and warmest suPPort
great
people
will
turn
this
spiritof
ual force into a great material force and to safeguard China's security and from the workers, peasants, soldiers,
and greatly push forward the social- the interests of the people. The revolutionary cadres and revolutionist revolution and socialist con- Public Selcurity Bureau of Peking ary intellectuals.
struction in China, thereby making announced a deportation order on
When the Peking Public SecuritY
a still greater contribution to the August 28 and deported Oiga FeCo- Bureau
announced the deportation of
revolutionary struggle of the people rowicz and seven other foreign nuns
and seven other
Fedorowicz
Olga
who had engaged in counterof the world.
engaged in counternuns
foreign
revolutionary activities. In the cusrevolutionary activities at a mass
tody of public security personnel and
Comrode Grippo Leoves for
rally on the evening of August 28'
Shongho

i

C_omrade Jacques

Grippa, Secretary

of the Central Committee of the Belgian Communist Party, and his wife
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those seeing them

the Red Guards, they were dePorted
from China on August 31.

the people gathered inside and out-

The Franciscaines Missionnaires de

was located expressed warm support
for the deportation order.

Marie was founded in 1915 on the

side the compound where the mission
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high over their heads and their hands

Sporfs

Peking lnternational Table Tennis
Tournament
Amid the thunderous acclaim of team of Nobuhiko Hasegawa, Manzi
15.000 spectators, the 1966 Peking Fukushima and Yuzi Aika.r.,a.
International Tabtre Tennis InvitaThe finals in the individual events
tiurnal Tournament came to a triwere also battles of will power and
umphant close at the Workers' Gymskiil. Four of the five events were
nasium on the evening of September
between Chinese players. The men's
4. It was an event marked through- singles, in particular,
was a display
out by the spirit of promoting friendof
blazing speed. Chuang Tse-tung
ship, mutual advancement, common
and Li Fu-yung, who had thrice conprogress and unity against imperialtended for the world singles tiile at
ism among the Asian peoples.
the 26th, 27th
The nine-day competition saw the
Chinese men and women players,
armed with the great thought of
Mao Tse-tung, carrying off six of
the seven tities, with one going to
the Japanese.
High Stondord of Ploy

The team event finals on August
30 and the finals of the individual events on September 4 vividly
demonstrated the high standard of
play at the tournament.
The four-hour'-long duels between
the Chinese and Japanese men's and
women's teams had spectators in the
big gymnasium roaring their ap-

prcval from start to finish. The
women's team event saw China's
Corbillon Cup winners Lin Huiching and Cheng Min-chih
players
using the hand-shake grip-putting
up a stonewall defence against

Japan's world singles champion
Naoko Fukazu and Noriko Yamanaka, one of the world's hardest hitters.
Remarkable will power and skill,
sternming from their constant study
of Chairman Mao Tse-tung's works,
enabled the Chinese women players
to take the team title 3:1 from
Japan's hard-attacking duo.

The revolutionary,,dare-to-fight
and dare-to-win" spirit o{ the
Chinese men's team, which was
made up of world singles champion
Chuang Tse-tung, lvorld runner-up
Li Fu-yung (wlio has changed his
name from Li Fu-jung), and Chou
tan-sun, was gr-eatiy in evidence in
their 5:0 victory over the Japanese
38

interlocked in a gesture of unity
against imperialism, were only two
of many memorable scenes during
the practice sessions. At a special
forum to exchange experiences, many
teams expressed the common view

that only by

opposing imperialism

and carrying out national-liberation
struggles can the people's sports in
their countries really develop.

A distinctive feature of this
tournament was the perceptible
atmosphere of the great proletarian
cultural revolution which gave the

\4'orkers' Gymnasium a completely
ner*' look- Young students, wearing
the bright red arm band with the
and 28th World Cham- conspicuous words
"Red Guard,"
pionships, were at their best as they
were all around helping the regular
again competed, with the former staff serve the spectators.
Shock
finally winning the honours. The brigades of the cultlrral revolution,
women's doubles rvas the only match
the Red Guard^s legarded this as a
in the finals between Chinese and glorious
task of promoting the cause
Japanese players. This hotly conof
the anti-imperialist fight of the
tested match was won by Naoko world's peoples.
They p,ut up porFukazu and Noriko Yamanaka. The
traits of Chairman IVIao and posters
Japanese plal'ers' excellent coinscribed with quotations from his
ordination and sharply angled shots
works all over the gymnasium,
roused great admiration.
helped with the sale of Chairman
Throughout the tournamcnt, play- Mao's works at the gym's bookstalls,
ers of the participating teams from read out Chairman Mao's quotations
12 Asian countries and regions were and taught revolutionary songs, all
at their best in their own varied to the great admiration of the
styles. The high level of play dem- spectators. Many people said that
onstrated. new progress resulting the tournament not only gave them
from the independent development the chance to watch top-notch table
of sparts in the Asian countries of tennis, but also gave everyone an
the new emerging forces, to rvhich education in Mao Tse-tung's thought.
the present tournament gave added
impetus. It reflected the further
Victory of Moo Tse-tung's Thought
collapse of U.S. imperialist monopoly
Coming from the midst of the
and control over international sports,
great cultural revolution, the Chinese
table tennis players brought its revFor Friendship ond Unity Agoinst
olutionary spirit to the playing
Imperiolism
tables. Models in China's sp,orts
During the tournament, the spirit world in creatively studying and

of friendship and unity against
imperialism among the players
of the participating countries prevailed. Competing, practising, freelv

applying Chairman Mao's works,
they have long made Chairman
Mao's teachings on serving the
Chinese and the world revolutions

exchanging experiences and learning
from each other, the piayers formed

their guide to action. "We play table

tennis with the interests of the
many netv fi{endships and strenglh- country and the world in our minds"
ened o1d ones. World champion has become their motto. In the
Chuang Tse-tung carefully coaching cultural revolution, they actively
the 14-year-oid Yemeni team captain take up the defence of Mao TseMoharned Sheraf, and Vietnamese tung's thought against reactionary
Nguyen Thi Mai and Palestinian bourgeois Rightists who seek to
Nuha Almadbak, their arms raised oppose it. They regard their success
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in tournament as a victory for

Mao

Tse-tung's thought, and therefore

a

blow at the enemy. This accounted
for their determination and fine
performances.

t
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Iess lol,e for Chairman Mao, the
great teacher, gr"eat leader, great
supreme commander and great
heimsman of the Chinese people.

I 966 a' lfcrbin Suntneer"
EEusie fr-estiottl

rFHE grcat proletarian cuitural revI olution u'as surging foi'r,i'ard at
high tide throughout the land u,hen
Harbin's summer music festivai was
held this year. Its over 160 concerts
lasted {rom August 5-22 and w-ere
heard by a toial of 300,000 people.
I\{ore than haif the concerts were
presented to audiences in thc factories and squares, in the rural areas
and in army units of this provincial
capitai of Heilungl<iang Province,
northeast Ci'rina. At each concert,

singers and audience r,,,orkers,
peasants, soldiers, revolutionary
cadres, revolutionary teachers and
expressed their boundstudents

-
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class sentiment

by

an

amateur group formed of his former
comrades-in-at'ms.

This year's Harbin Summer music

As the curtain rose at the first festival tvas characteristic of its
concert, a radiant red sun appeared unprecedented extent of mass parti-

In the course of the competition,
the Chinese players devoted much on the backdrop. With the opening
time to the study of Chairman Mao's chorus
The East Is .Red accomworks. Before play began, after panied-with The SunJlower Dance,
matches, and even during intermis- a paean of praise to Chairman Mao
sions, they were often seen with and the Communist Party the
their pocket-sized copies of Quota- audience burst into excited, -thuntions From Chairm,an Mao Tse-tung, derous applause and cheers of:
studying or discussing it in groups. "Long live Chairman Mao ! Long
They derived from these studies live, long live Chairman 1\1[ao!"
immeasurable strength and confi'Next came a chorus of 180 iabour
dence "to surmount every difficulty
modeis. Expressing the soaring sento win victoly."
timents of the working peopie, they
At the closing ceremony, after sang the popuiar Sailing the Seas
receir.ing their prizes, the Chinese Depends on the Helmsman and a
players turned to the spectators in song composed by themselves, Mokthe stands, w-aving their copies of in4 Reuolution Depends on Mao
the bright-red covered Quotati,ons Tse-tung's Thought. Singing with
high overhead. The entire hall
deep feeling, they brought together
responded r^rith deafening applause.
audience
and artists and the whoie
The foreign f riends cheered with
its approval.
thundered
theatre
particular warmth, not only for a
highly successful tournament which
Song Iun Ho, a demobilized soldier
rvelded together even more closely of Korean nationality who lost both
the militant friendship of the Asian hancls during the war to resist U.S.
peoples bul also for an occasion
aggression and aid Korea, together
which b,rought thern to a deeper
his fellorv villagers, entertained
with
understanding of and love for Mao
with Sr,lnJlo?rers, a song
the
audience
Tse-tung's great th,.lught.

/vtUSlC

lvith deep

cipation. Some

5,000 wolkers, peas-

ants, P.L.A. men.

revolutionaqy

cadres, revolutionary teachers and
students, housewives and children,
embracing ten nationalities
Han,
Manchu, Mongolian, Hui, Korean,
Olunchun, Owenke, Dahur, Khalkhas,
Hecheh
took part. More than 90
per cent- of them were amateur literary and art activists. Many of 'rhem
were activists too in the study of
Chairman Mao's works, as well as
model workers and peasants, outstanding soldiers and students.
Dur:ing the festival itself, amateur
',vorker, peasant and soldier artists

composed many new items on the
pubiication of the 16-point decision
of the Part;r's Central Committee
concerning the great proletarian cultural revolution, and the communique of the 11th Plenary Session of
the 8th Central Committee of the

Party and the exciting news

of

Chairman Mao's meeting t-ith the
revolulionar1,- masses ir: Peking.
With revoiuticnarl' enih'usrasm. thelw-hose rn-ords expresscd the deep love quicklS' took to and propagandized
for Chairman Mao cherished by the among the masses these imPrornPtu
great leader
people of ali China's man)'nationali- pieces eulogizing our
praising
the
Mao
and
Chairman
ties. In ihe soug Chairman Mao ls
festival items
Not
few
a
documents.
the Red Sun in Our Hearts, Han Chilinked closely with
ying, a Khalkhas commune member, were similarly
cun'ent great political tasks and they
sang:
played an effective and militant roie
The pine graus on the mountain in the service of the workers,
peasants and soldiers, in the service
pealc,
of socialism and of proletarian
The Khalkhas graw under the politics.
guid.ance of Chairman Mao;
The success of this festival v"'as
We f olloto our leader to malce eloquent proof of the fact that the
reuolution,
worker, peasant and soldier masses,
Cttairman Mao i.s the red sun i,n, armed with Mao Tse-tung's thought,
are critics of the old v'orld and
our h,earts.
creators of the nerv. They can work
Special programmes aranged with hammer, hoe or Plough. TheY
under the title oI Liu Ying-chun- can fight with guns. They can write
Chairman Mao's Good Fighter and with pens. Armed rvith Mao Tsededicated to Liu Ying-chun, the tung's thought, theY can take to the
People's Liberation Army hero rvho stage to sing, dance and act, tal<ing
laid down his youthful life for the over these cultural positions for the
sake of the people lsee Peking Re- proletariat with the militant spirit of
uietr:, No. 35, 1966], were performed the main force of the revolution.
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This pomphlet is o collection of excerpts from orticles, speeches ond tolks by

Moo Tse-tung on the thesis thot "imperiolism ond

tigers." lt

onswers the question how

oll

reoctionories

ore

poper

to correctly ossess the forces of revolution

ond of counter-revolution.
Moo Tse-tung often uses the old soying "A single spork con stort o proirie

fire" to describe the new-born forces growing up doy by doy in the course of

rev-

olution. He uses the term "poper tiger" to describe imperiolism ond oll the reqctionory forces which oppeor to be powerful but ore octuolly weok. On the bosis
of this ossessment, he points out thot the revolutionory people hove good reoson

to despise them, but toke them seriously in eoch ond every concrete struggle.
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